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Dean. resigns
Keck wil(focus energies on teaching
"When you understand the work
of the faculty, you can lead them,
After serving more than six facilitate them and encourage them
years as the dean of the College of to do what they do best by creating
Arts and Sciences, Dr. Max Keck an environment that is conducive to
has decided to step dow.n at the end · research and development.
"I have always tried to encourof this academic year.- He will join
his colleagues in the physics depart- age students to participate with facment as a full-time faculty member. ulty in their research," he said.
"I feel I have made my contri- "This makes them feel they are part
b~tion as a dean," said Keck. "I of that forefront of knowledge."
have reached a stage in my career Keck has also been responsible for
where I feel it is time to move on encouraging a number of students
and make contributions elsewhere." and faculty to study abroad.
He also oversees
Before coming to
the curriculum and
Xavier, Keck taught
grants approval for
physics at John
new courses. Keck
Carroll University in
works on a daily basis
Cleveland for over 20
.
.
..
. .. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH
with the 13 departyears. "I think one
Senior Katie Dumont shades herself from the sun during Monday's Club Day on the Mall.
ment chairs in the Colreason Xavier wanted
·
·
See Monday, Page 3.
lege of Arts and Scito bring a dean from
ences.
the outside was to get
.
.
"Like leadership in
a fresh look and perany
area, the dean is
spective in hopes of Dr. Max Keck
seen
as the academic
making· Xavier an
even better place for students and leader," said Keck. "But it is the
faculty who truly make the differfaculty," said Keck.
"He has been a wonderful, fair, ence. They are the resource. They
BY CHAD.ENGELLAND
·In the first inciO.ent, the two fe- judiciary ad!Tli~isfratonyho has al- have the ideas and the ability to inEditdr,-iil-,(:hii!f& P.ubffaher . . . ... _;J.r'1J··~~st.hop. '.eo_
r~uiles';'Ha~me~ h~tl Knitt~I, -h~d.' w'ays' been·~er/silpporti\le:'Of aca- teract with students on a regular
.
·
r
be.eiiw~iting for.Hammer'sbtother,. . 'demiC programming, pardculaflYto basis. ·When sqmething happens it
Four stl)d~~t~ \Vere f6bbed ~arly ·· ·
Saturday m~rniTlg
two separate ,
s~riior Chris Hammer, to pick them the arts and sciences," said Dr. usually isn~t due to one person up. .When the two were robbed, Norman Finkelstein, chair of the it's everybody working together."
incide~ts that occurred just 10 minjunior Carmen Tragesser, a resident English department. "Personally,
Keck has a bachelor's, master's
utes apart. · The suspect, who poof 970 Dana Ave., went several he has really, really been a pleasure and doctoral degree in physics.
lice believe. may. have committed·.
houses down to find Chris. He and to work with."
Next fall he will once again return
both crimes, made off with $30 in
cash, a pack of cigarettes and a set
a number of his friends went lookAs dean, Keck's position offered to teaching physics full-time.
of dorm keys. ·
·
T.
ing for the suspect.
him many opportunities to impact
"It has really been a privilege for
me to have had this opportunity and
Both robberies occurred off
The suspect, who has been de- the Xavier learning community.
"I work a Jot with faculty, look- I am looking forward to next year
scribed as weighing 140 pounds
campus. In the first robbery, a col-Sophomore Mary· with short hair and no facial hair, ing to hire new faculty and work- and the changes it will bring," said
lege-aged male robbed two female
Knittel · fled down Dana.A.venue towards ing to develop our current faculty Keck.
students with what appeared to be
Reading Road. If the same person by helping them to make contribu~
"I can only hope that I will be
a stun gun.
The two students, freshman Ab- he had one, or else I'd [have] been committed both crimes, he must tions in their discipline so they can able to enthuse students about the
have then turned right on Reading pass on their contributions to stu- topic and provide some insights into
bey Hammer and sophomore Mary shot."
the discipline."
Knittel, \\'.ere sitting on the front
White offered money in ex- and cut through to Marion, the site dents," said Keck.
porch of970 Dana Ave. waitingfor change for the purse, and the crimi- of the second crime.
At 3:30 a.m. Xavier police rea ride when a 5'8" black male in nal took both his $10 and the pu.rse
his early 20s approached them .. The and fled. Cincinnati police were ceived tlie call regarding the Dana
suspect pulled the weapon out of . able to recover the. purse, but $20 incident and immediately responded in conjunction with. Cinhis pocket and asked for money or was missing.
valuables. Hammer had a purse and
"I think it's a shame I can't walk cinnati police officers. One canine
>Where: Kelley Auditorium
>-When: Monday at 7 p.m.
gave it.to him. .
. . _ . a block to visit a friend without fear-· unit .was deployed, and the .comStudent senate is sponthat appeared in last
In the second incident, tW-o · ing for my money or my life," said bined forces searched the area.
Hammer's purse was recovered
soring a forum with Chief
week's Newswire.
Xavier students, one a junior male White.
The story revealed that
and the other ·a sophomore female,
Michael Couch, Dr.
. The female involved in the inci- in the side yard of an apartment
Cincinnati police have in
were robbed in front of 929 Marion dent could not be reached for com- complex on the southeast corner of
Luther Smith, student
the past used undercover
after leaving a friend's house. The ment.. "(It is the policy of The News- Dana Avenue and Reading Road.
government representaofficers to "infiltrate" offsuspect took $30 in cash.
tives, Cincinnati police
wire not to publish students' names Her cigarettes and dorm keys were
The male, Carl White,· said the ·. in crime stories unless we have their ·missing.
campus house parties in
and Norwo.od police
It is unclear whether the suspect
suspect stopped them and asked for permission.)
an effort to curb underage
Monday at 7 p.m. in
drinking and other illegal .
Kelley Auditorium.
his. fri~rd's purse. According to
Ci.nc.innati police are investigat- took them cir if they feH out of the
White, he tried to reason with the ing whether the same suspect com- purse. Hammer, who lives in
They will discuss poactivites.
robber, but the robber.threatened to mitted both crimes. DetectiveBer- Kuhlman, said maintenance
The forum is open to
lice methods and focus in
kill him. White said the robber · nard Boddie has .been assigned to changed the lock to her room on
all who are interested in
light of the story, "Under~
.
the subject.
"kept his hand. down as if he had a the case but could not be reached Saturday. .
age drinking crackdown,"
. .
.
.weapon, but, honestly, I don't think for comment.
.. See Crime, Page 2

BY AMY ZYWICKI

Campus News Editor

Four robbed Saturday
Two separate inciderits occurre;d just rninutes apart
'. e_p, lriJe. _,,

wilf becafqu/. !fit
carz happen on
someonesft Ont poreh,
it can hanpen
anywhere. "

in

SGA sponsors police forum
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A·rts happening
All students and faculty are invited to partake in the artistic celebration, Arts Happening, on Friday, Sept. 25 from 3-10 p.m. on
the residential mall. The event will have two mairt stages with music,
poetry readings, monologues, dancing and juggling in addition to a
festival of art booths including a bubble booth, finger painting easels, balloon animal making and much more. Everyone is encouraged to dress eccentrically. You may sign up to perform your creative talents on the third floor of Hinkle Hall. Any questions, call
Katie Dumont 731-3753.

Info on education
An information session for the Executive Human Resource Development Program is scheduled for Monday, Sept. 28 at 7 p.m. in
the Cohen Center room 187. The information session is for individuals considering pursuing a Master of Education degree in Hurnan Resource Development Admission requirements and financial aid will be discussed. Refreshments will be served. For more
information or to make a reservation, call the Office of Graduate
Services at 745-3360.

Mass is back
For the second year, Xavier's 10 p.m. Mass will be held every
Monday through Thursday. The nightly Mass, typically attended
by 30 to 40 students, was originated by two Jesuit professors last
August. The rosary is recited every day at 9:40 p.m. Confessions
are heard on Mondays from 9-10 p.rri. Eucharistic Adoration is on
Thursdays from 10:30-11 :30 p.m.

Blood drive
Xavier's blood drive, in conjunction with Hoxworth Blood Center, will be held in the Terrace Room of the. University Center on
Monday and Tuesday; Sept; 21-22, from 9 a.m.~1:30 p.m. and.
Wednesday, Sept. 23, from 10 a.m.-3:30 p.m. ill the .Mobile Blood
: Unit, which will.be parked outside the University Center. "To make .·
.'
.
.
. ari"appointment or~ ~onation, call 745-3638; '

Free stuff
From September to May, Canteen Vending will offera $100 gift
certificate to one lucky winner each month. In addition, Canteen
will also award two, six-pack tickets for Xavier basketball games.
Look for entry forms.on select products purchased from Canteen
vending machines. ·

Writing help
The James A. Glenn Writing Center, located in Alter B 12, provides students with trained tutors to assist in all stages of writing.
For appointments or questions, call ext. 2875.

Police Notes
Wednesday, Sept. 9, 11:25 a.m.
A student reported that two 14-inch General Motor hubcaps were
removed from her vehicle while parked at the Cohen Center lot.

Wednesday, Sept. 9, 6 p.m.
Two subjects were found soliciting magazine subscriptions doorto-door in the Village and in Kuhlman. The subjects were soliciting without an appropriate vendor's license and were escorted off
campus. From the Village, campus police confiscated eight order
forms and eight personal checks. Approximately $500 in cash and
checks was confiscated from the subject who was soliciting in
Kuhlman. Students who purchased the illegally solicited magazine subscriptions may obtain their cash or checks from campus
police.

Wednesday, Sept. 15, 8:45 a.m.
· A Physical Plant employee reported that two small concrete cigarette urns were missing from the Academic MalL

Police Note of the Week
S~nday,

Sept.12, 12:50 a.m.

An tinderageintoxicated student entered a public restroom
ori the first floor of Husman hall and caused damage to ceiling tiles, the mirror, paper towel dispenser, etc. The subject
was apprehended ~nd will be brought up on internalch!lrges.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH

Hundreds attended the Spirit Celebration Mass and picnic; held on the residential mall in
front of Buenger on Sunday. ·Parents, students, alumni and faculty all attended the event,
which lasted about four hours. Highlights of the day include.d the Mass, presided by Rev.
· James E. Hoff, SJ., ·and Rev. Leo Klein, SJ., in which four students and one professor acted
out the gospel reading of the Prodigal Son (shown above).
·
.

'

.

.

.

'

.

Homeless· awareness

BY BILL HUGHES
founder of the Washington, D.C.,
News Writer
. . . Catholic Worker and is the head of
Shantytown will again deliver . the Catholic WOFker farm in West
its unique methods for stressing • :Virginia.
awareness of the homeless situation
Thursday, Sept. 24 at 5 :30 p.m.,
in Cincinnati to the Xavier commu- will be the annual "Simulated Soup
nity. The activities will take place Kitchen.". Students have the option
on)he r.~sidenti~l mall from. Sept.· ofsigning-offtheirmeal for the day
20-26.
·
in exchange for soup. The meal
This year's activities will consist money will be donated to the Cinof readings, music, speakers and cinnati Drop-Inn Center. At 7 p.m.,
other projects that connect with the the Over the Rhine Steel Drum
spirit of Shantytown.
Band will perform.
On Sept. 22 at 7.p.m., Michael
AccordingtojuniorShantytown
Kirwan will speak on his experi- coordinator, Stephanie Przybysz,
ences with working with Dorothy the significance of the activities lies
Day and his other projects for help- 'within the student body. "We're exing the homeless. Kirwan is the pressing· our solidarity with the

homeless, as well as increasing the
sense of community among Xavier,
University students," she said.
Some of the students will make
their connection with the homeless
by living in cardboard boxes during parts of the week.
When' questioned abo1:1t the co.n~ ..
troversy Shantytown invokes, se- .
nior coordinator Kristen Barker said
the answer lies in Shantytown's
very purpose. "We want to inspire
action and reflection," she said. .
Barker said that with th~ impressive and fresh schedule for
Shantytown '98, the effectiveness
of Shantytown will be sure to reach
new heights.

Grouping for support
addition to himself and his two asBY ERIC NEWCOMER
News Writer
sistants, Shannon Hudson and Jim
Xavier's Psychological Services Ayers, both second-year doctoral
Center now offers a formal support students.
The sessions, which Barry calls
group for students. Dr. Norman
Barry, a psychology professor here " group experience" rather than
at Xavier, has headed an effort to "group therapy," will probably last
develop a small group which will for about an hour and will most
meet intermittently to address the . likely be held at Sycamore House,
common stresses oppressing many home of Psychological Services.
The sessions will be relatively
college students.
The support group will hold its structured, that is, they will not be
first meeting as soon as enough stu- conducted as open forums. Barry.·
dents voice their Interest. Ideally, plans to adhere to a certain agenda, ·
according to Barry, the group w,ill but will allow for plenty of discusconsist of eight to ten students in sion time which may or may not

deviate from the specific topic.
Subjects he expects the members
of the support group to broach are
loneliness, homesickness, roommate troubles and dealing with !iving in the dorms.
"Through discµssion," said
Barry, "students will find more effective ways of dealing with their
probfoms and will help one another
have more satisfying experiences at
Xavier."
·
Anyone who has questions ·
about the support groups should call
Barry at the Psychological Services
Center at 745-1036.
·

Crime: Four students robbed Saturday
Continued from page 1.

ing these sightings. No arrests have
Campus police distributed a ,,, been made,
safety bulletin around campus at l 0,
Tragesser said that the. s.uspect
a.m. Saturday morning, alerting stu- "tried· to come in to our party eardents to the Dana robbery and en- lier .but we weren't letting people
couraging them to always travel in . in we didn't know." .She said the
groups. ·
suspect had been seen iri'the area a
.Campus police did· not receive coupfo of nights before and looked
confirmatfon of the Marion robbery. familiar:
from Cincinnati police until yester"If this person has been in the
day afternoon. .
.. .
area before ... then, he wouldn't
Some reports indicatethe sus~ h,ave stood out," said campus po~
pect has beeh seen in the area be~ lice'ChiefMichae!Couch.
fore, and the police are investigai-,
Cm:ich said the sttiderits iri the

first incident handled themselves
well. ~'. .. The students got a good
description of the person, the last
known direction of travel, immediately summoned police and remained as calm as possible," said
Couch .
"If the perpetrator just a~ks for
money or property, give it to them,"
said Couch. ·
"I just hope people will be careful," said Knittel. "If it can happen
on someone's front porch, it can
happen anywhere." '
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Addressing.· civil disobedience
the lawn. On a separate occasion,
601 people were arrested for carryOn Monday, Sept. 28, Marge ing eight coffins onto the post.
Eilerman, O;S.F. of St. FranCis of Eilerman was arrested and fined
Tiffin will be sent to federal prison · $3,000 for crossing the line after her
in Lexington, Ky., where she will bar and ban were issued.
spend 14 months for her acts of civil
"I felt· I needed io respond to a
disobedience, protesting the School terrible injustice," said .Eilerman.
of Americas at Ft. Benning, Ga. On her final trip to Ft. Benning,
Eilerman was a guest of WVXU's Eilerman was arrested once again
faith and justice forum last Sunday. . for civil disobedience. She was part
Alice Gerdeman, sister of divine of a group of individuals· who reprovidence and coordinator of I.n- placed a few letters of the welcomtercommun.it'y Justice and Peace ing sign .. After their alterations, the
Center of Cincinnati, spoke with sign read "Welcome to. the Home
Eilerman about her civil disobedi- of the Schools of Assassins."
ence and. upco~ing imprisbnment.
"The fiict is we know the gov''My jail time will make a dif- ernment .is •teaching combat skills,
ference," said Eilerman. She is a sniper fire, counter insurgence and
.member of the School of Americas psychological operations to Latin
Watch.
American military ·personnel and .
Her 14 month jail sentence is an the U.S. is paying for thefr trainaccumulation of sentences for her ing. The values of this school are
past behavior.
not values of ours," said Eilerman.
In November of 1996 she atThe school of Americas was
tended a prayer service at Ft. originally formed in 1946 to proBenning in remembrance of the six. mote stability' iri Panama. How~ver,
Jesuit priests who were killed in El it was canceied due to the Pan~rria
Salvador by graduates of the School Canal Treaty.
of the Americas. Sixty people, in"It became known as the biggest
cluding Eilermat1, were barred and base for destabilization and quickly
banned from Benning for five years· became known 'as the School of the
after they placed white crosses on Assassins," said Eilerman. "Con- .

BY KELLY HIXSON MATTINGLY
News Writer

school of thought that, "if we don't
train them, someone else will."
"For one, we don't know that
for sure and. secondly, that doesn't
make it morally right," Eilerman
said. "This training is totally sup''
ported by American taxpayers. $20
million a year is spent directly at
-Marge Eilerman, 0.S.F. the School of Americas for training, plus benefits like trips to
of St. Francis
Disney World. The American taxpayer is paying for these Latin
gressional leaders were saying the American soldiers to get the light
school was formed to establish de- of democracy," she said.
Another topic discussed was the
mocracy.. I think any military person would tell you the military is training and .weapons contract benot an exam pit: of democracy," said tween Ft. Benning. and Latin
America. Eilerman explained the .
Eilerman.
A main concern ofEilerman and reason for weapons, according to
others is the training and behavior the government, was for drug conof the graduates of the;·School of tr\)I in Latin America.
"We are sending American
the Americas.
"For years, there was torture trained military into the poorest part
training going on and our govern- · of Southern Mexico, which is not
ment has denied it until September into drugs, so why must they have
1996 ·when they released Spanish all of this equipment? How can we
language manuals: Most graduates justify sending trained military percommit human rights violations sonnel with ·machine guns. and
when they return. Currently this is Huey helicopters to combat poor
evident in Mexico and Columbia," people who have machetes and garden hoes. for weapons?" said
said Eilerman ..
· Gerdeman asked Eilerman what Eilerman.
On Nov. 21, another delegation
she thought of the response to the .•

''/felt I needed to
respond to a terrible
.. .
zn;usttce.

will return to Ft. Benning to commemorate everyone who has been
a victim of the School of America's
grads.
"We are expecting around 6,000
people to attend and around 1,000
to cross the line to show people we
do not want this kind of training on
American soil," Eilerman said. Although she will not be able tci attend, her two brothers are making
the trip. Eilerman expressed to
Gerdeman her emotions regarding
her jail time, "I'm very much at
peace," Eilerman said. ·
"There is a lot of evidence that
the people who are trained at the
School of Americas are taking their
tactics back to their homes and using them against their people in
human rights abuses," said senior
Amnesty International member
Tonya Rawe.
"Xavier University's peace and
justice programs do a lot to raise
awareness on peace and justice issues in the world," said Rawe.
The House of Representatives
will vote on House Resolution No.
611 some time this week to determine the fate of the School of the
Americas at Ft. Benning, Ga.

Festival of families
BY NATALIE BOYLE
News Writer

Clean up yourdormroom, learn
the name ofat least one of your professors and empty out the fridge
because the largest group of families in Xavier's history is on their
way. On Sept. 18-20, 280 families
from across the continent will voyage to Cincinnati for Xavier's annual family weekend, Fun Fest '98.
In prior years, Family Weekend
has welcomed, on average, 180
families - or approximately 602
guests. This year they are setting
records with more than 1, 100 guests
expected.
The planning committee partially contributes the increase to
switching the dates of Family
Weekend from its traditional time
in November, to September.
"We wanted to move Family
Weekend to a more traditional time
period," said Jim Miller, co-chair of
family weekend.
"By having it in September, parents have more of an opportunity
to experience :Xavier's showcase'
events, such as theater performances and sporting events," said
Miller.
Guests will arrive on Friday,
Sept. 18, between noon and 6 p.m.
Most will stay at the Regal Cincinnati Hotel. On Friday night, there
will be a cookout dinner from 6-8
p.m. at the O'Connor Sports Center parking lot. After the ·dinner,
guests are encouraged to attend ei. ther the women's volleyball game
· versus Fordham in the Schmidt
Fieldhouse, or the men's soccer
match against Cal Poly sL'o on
Corcoran Field. Both games start
at 7 p.m.
Those not wishing to attend the
sporting events may instead 'enjoy··
hors d'oeuvres followed by the
movie Mount Everest at the
OmniMax theater downtown, inside .

."~.wanted to gi11e

families a tast~ 4:

·

Xavier, as well as a
taste of Cincinnati. "
-Cynthia Bellinger,
associate director of student
services
Union Terminal. Round trip busing will be available courtesy of the·
Regal Cincinnati Hotel.
The next morning consists of a
two-hour BB Riverboat Cruise with
a buffet-style brunch. Glazed ham,
sausage, omelets, chicken-a-la-king
and more will be served. The boat
leaves the dock around 10 a.m. and
returns at noon. Those who failed
to make reservations are invited to
enjoy a brunch buffet being s~rve~
from 11 a.m. to l :30 p.m. in the
main dining room of the University
Center.
From 1~4 p.m.,· the residenti~I
mall will be loaded with free fun
activities including the Velcro wall,
moonwalk boxing and a giant
blown-up slide. Artists will also be
on hand to do caricatures. The Student Government Association will
set up tables for activities and
games directed toward the little siblings, including blue and white face
painting.
At the same time downtown, the
annual Oktoberfest Celebration will
be in full swing. Students are encouraged to. bring their families
along to sample some of Germany's
cultural aspects, including Wiener
schnitzel, bratwurst, kraut, Beck's
and Kronenburg.
... Towards evening, stop at the
University Center Theater to hear
the gospel choir, Muskie Blues and
the universitysingers' free perfor-

mance from 7-8 p.m.
On Saturday night, Casino Night
will be 'wheeling and, dealing' in
the· main dining roOm ·bfthe UnF' ··
versity Center. Try your luck at the·
tables and take your winnings to the
country store to receive prizes. Dice
will be rolling from 8-11 :30 p.in.
Between games, listen to the tender tunes of the Shirley Jester Jazz
·Trio in the Terrace Room, where a
cash bar will be available.
After an exhausting nighJ, wake
up refreshed and renew your mind,
body and soul in Bellarmine
Chapel for Mass. Information on
other local churches will be listed
in the information packet. Immediately after Mass, a buffet brunch
will be served again in the main dining room of the University Center.
The committees and councils
have been working on Fun Fest '98
since January.
"Family wee~end is a' great op~
portunity for parents and siblings
to come to campus and visit their
son or daughter and see how they
. have acclimated to carripus," said
Miller.
Carol Boschert, Cynthia
Bellinger and Jim Miller coordinated and organized all of the
weekend's numerous events.
"We wanted to give families a
taste of Xavier, as well as a taste of
Cincinnati," said Bellinger, associate director of student services;
"I'm really looking forward to
Family Weekend," said freshman
Kimberly Harrah. "Xavier does a
great job of organizing tons of wonderful activities to do."
"My parents aren't coming, but
I'm anxious to see what all is going
to happen; it looks like fun," said
freshman Julie Italiano.
Volunteers are still needed to be
dealers at Casino, night. If interested, contact Cathy Lampe at 7451010.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH

Monday fun
BY KELLY HIXSON MATTINGLY
News writer

"Start off with a splash" was
the theme for the 1998 Club Day
on the Mall.
"It's a good way to get involved in many campus activities. I signed up for four clubs,
mostly volunteer work," said
freshman Amy Matthews.
Habitat for Humanity grossed
the most sign-ups with over 400.
The Women's Issues House was
the new club on campus that derived from Xavier's theme housing and focuses on women's issues on campus and in the community. Students of Peace is also
a new club. The students involved helped to put together the
El Salvador trip last semester.
Many outside businesses
were also involved. Hoxworth
Blood Center, Hamilton County
Democrats, USA Cellular, Enjoy

the Arts and Women Voters of
America were present. Kroger
had a "starving students" table
where they distributed free food
and gift certificates to Arby's.
Navigator's, a spiritual club on
campus, supplied drinks and
raffled off a mountain bike. The
Wellness Team offered free mas-·
sages and body fat percentage
tests.
MORE members "started off
with a splash" by setting up a
baby pool filled with water guns
and other give-a-ways.
"It was the best'Club Day
ever. The music was great and
people were dancing~ The only
disappointment was the amount
of clubs who requested tables
but failed to show up. However,
it didn't hinder the fact that it
was a great day," said junior
Hassan Al-Rawas, coordinator
of Club Day 1998.
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WEBB'S NEW & USED

- "Computers !

Upgrades and Custom Built Systems

·~

Monthly Special

I~

AMD P266 MMX, 32 MG SD
RAM, 6.4 Gig HD, 56k fax/
modem, 16 bit 3D sound ca~?· I
32X CD-ROM, speakers, 15
t.
SVGA monitor, Keyboard,
Mouse, Windows 95 - $950
£
'l·~'t~>:W4'Ni.rt¢Sflt,,.-f.'.~.,,.. ~l.,_,,.&

i

.....

Jro.>-."1-i:.l'!'t'",i:r•\.J

641-5333

ARE YOU flttSSt~?

DO YOU FEEL RUN

DOWN?

LET SMOOTHIE KING HELP!
Come by to see us and have one of our smoothies. Smoothie King.
smoothies are low-fat, nutritious drinks made with real fruit. Our
smoothies are great if you are feeling tired, run-down, or a little
weary.
You will also find a complete selection of vitamins, supplements,
sports nutrition products; low-fat snacks and much more.

For a complete price list see website
www.webbcomp.com

4903 Vine St. - St. Bernard Square

So when you 're interested in fitness and nutrition, check out your
new Smoothie King. What you eat can help you look and feel
better. And it's all here for you at Smoothie King!

HOME OF DAS BOOT, IN MT. ADAMS.
BI6. XAVIER DRINKERS!
16 OZ. MILLER UTE SPECIALS £\IERYTllURSDAY AND SATURDAY.
FR££ POOL SUNDAY· TUESDAY,

FOR ALL TH£

60R6EOUS LADJES,FRoZEN DRINKSP£CIALSAND

TJSFY YOUR

HOT PIZZA WILLBESER'/ED. To SA

HUNEiER!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Of Equal or Less Value
Good al parddpadng: locado~ oiiay. Somt mtricdons may apply.
Nat valid with 1ny other orfer, One coupon per customer per visit.
Goocht: Clnclnnad
OITerexplres: 11131/98

~-------~-----~~-----------~

AT

CHASES FOX AND HOUND CLUB
94 l PAVlLION ST. ··

·. ~: 721-6977 .

...

,:'.

Smoothie King
3880M Paxton Avenue
Hyde Park Plaza
.Cincinnati, Ohio :
513~321~3024

.

··~

Attention, parents:
Do you want to know
more about the place that charges
$14,400 a year to take your child
off your hands?
We can help.

Each issue of The Xavier Newswire, the campus newspaper, is packed with Xavier news,
sports, entertainment and opinions. It's the best way to keep up with the events and happenings that are affecting your son
or daughter during their time here.
·

r--------------~--------------------------------------,

Let

The Xavier

week with:

·

Newswire provide you each

·Ye S !I Sign
me up for a one-year home delivery subscription to
understand I will receive 25 issues
the course of the school year.
The Xavier

Newswire.
over
I have enclosed my $30 payment with this form.
\

•In-depth coverage of campus events
•Leading commentary and behindthe-scenes insight into Xavier spprts
• Moving features of Xavier campus
personalities and groups
•Important campus security updates

Name: .............................................,........................... . Mail to: The Xavier Newswire

Address: .... :............................................................... .
City/State: ................................................................ .
Zip Code: ................... :............................................. ..

Business Manager
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207

Please fill out this form completely and enclose a check or money order for $30 made out to 'Fhe Xavier Newswire. 'Fhe Newswire is
printed on Wednesday. Subscribers generally receive their issue the Monday after publication.

L--------------------------------------~---~-------~--~
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ROTC cadets endure combat trainil1g
BY RICHARD SCHILLING
Sports Writer

. .

Each summer, Xavier's Army
Reserved Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC). provides cadets with a xariety of opportunities to expand
their horizons. ~
The Army and ROTC sponsor
events, camps and training schools
designed to make cadets better leaders intellectually, physically and
through improved self~confidence.
This summer, all of the senior
cadets from Xavier participated in
ROTC Advanced. Camp at. Fort
Lewis, Wash., at the base of Mount ..
·Ranier.
All ROTC cadets must attend
Advanced Camp before they enter
military service. Xavier cadets finished the training as one of the bes.t
in the nation and participants attribute their success to the excellent
ROTC cadets Matt Wagoner (bottom row, second from right) and
training Xavier provides.
from right) pose with their Air Borne training squad.
In addition to the required training, many cadets volunteered to
The most grueling training exparticipate~ in other camps or guy checked your equipment, and
ercises
Preston participated in were
schools. Cadets Matt Wagoner, · the jumpmaster tells you to jump,"
road
marches.
These marches were
Bob Perrich and Aaron Williams said Perrich.
actually
runs
in
which cadets wore
Cadet Sam Preston went to Air ·
graduated from Airborne School in
approximately
40
pounds of gear,
Assault School in Ft. Campbell,
Ft. Benning, Ga.
fatigues
and
boots.
This school teaches the art of Ky., which is considered one of the
"Your body. shuts down,"
parachuting and requires a mini- most physically challenging miliPreston
said of his final 12-mile run.
mum of five parachuting jumps tary schools in the country.
"I
personally
cannot remember the
"The summer exercises show
over the course of six physicallylast
six
miles,''
he said.
exhausti ng .weeks of training. you very quickly where you stand
Preston
finished
12th in his fiOnce again, Xavier cadets gradu- with your self confidence," Preston
nal
three-hour
run,
but
more than
said.
ated near the head of the class.
half
of
the
cadets
did
not
finish at
"When you :re dangling 130 feet
"You learn a lot about yourself
all.
in
the
ai.r;
by
a
rope
you
ti~
yourand trust in ypur fellow soldiers
Senior Cadet Katie Brackman
when you are about to jump out of self and a single link of chain, you
gained
an elite spot working with
have
to
have
a
lot
of
faith
in
youra plane at 1200 feet; after another
an
Air
Defense Artillery unit in
self,"
he
said.
guy packed your parachute, another
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School in Ft. Campbell, Ky.
These schools are very strenuous physically and, despite the high
drop-out rate among the active
Army and other ROTC cadets,
Xavier cmrrently has 13 graduates
from these schools in its 65-member Corps of Cadets.
Slots outside of the schools for
internship and practical experience
are difficult to get. These include
Cadet Troup Leading Tactics like
Brackman's post in Korea.
Positions in which cadets are
able to train with an active Army.
unit are aslo available inside the
United States and Germany.
Two slots are open throughout
the nation to fill internships at the
Pentagon in Washington, D.C. Although a Xavier cadet was not cho-.
sen this year, Xavier has sent a caPHOTO COURTESY OF MATI WAGONER
det two of the last three years to fill
Bob Perrich (back row, third
the exclusive spot.
Xavier's ROTC continues its
proud traditiori as one of the finest
Korea this summer as an officer's battalions in the nation, commisaide. She acted as an officer with sioning more cadets as officers than
an active unit and gained valuable even such schools as Ohio State, the
experience of their every day du- University of Cincinnati, and Ohfo
ties.
University.
Xavier's cadets have the option
After receiving the MacArthur
to apply for spots in military award in 1996 for the best ROTC
schools where they can learn these battalion in the nation, Xavier
new and exciting skills and experi- ROTC has remained one of the preence new cultures and lifestyles.
mier units, and is stronger than ever.
These schools are open to both
With three years of extremely
the male and female cadets and in- promising cadets due to· Xavier's
clude Northern Warfare Schools in recent popularity, ROTC hopes to
'Ft. Drum, N.Y., and Norway;. continue to be able to send success~
Mountain Warfare School in Ft. ful. cadets to the various summer
Sill, Okla.; Airborne School in Ft. programs.
Benning, Ga.; and Air Assault

AROUND

THE

NATION

Bingeing continues College numbers rise nationally
BY CHRISTINE TATUM
College Press Exchange

CHICAGO More than
half of American college students drank to get drunk last
year, and the number of binge
drinkers is virtually the same as
it was four years ago, according
to a study released Thursday by
the Harvard School of Public
Health.
The survey of 14,521 students is the sequel to a 1993
analysis of students' alcohol
consumption. Both studies were
based on responses from randomly chosen students attending
130 colleges across the country.
The latest report, published
this month in the Journal of
American College Health,
showsthat52percentofstudents
drank to get drunk in 1997, compared with 39 percent in 199:3.
Overall, the number of students
who binge - defined as five
drinks in a row for men and four
in a row for women - dropped
slightly, from 44.1 percent in
1993 to 42.7 percent last year.
"However slight, that drop is
basically the study's on_ly bright
spot;~· said Professor Henry_
Wechsler, lead author of both
studies. "The decrease could be
attributed to a rising number of

students who abstain from
drinking altogether." Among students 19 percent of students re- ported that they hadn't had a
drink in a year, compared with
15.6 percent in the earlier study.
Wechsler said more students
may be abstaining because
they're repulsed by the behavior of their drinking friends and
tired of vomit-filled bathrooms,
unwanted sexual advances and·
late-night disturbances.
That makes sense to Dan
Meade, a senior at Georgetown
University who said his
struggles with bingeing
prompted him to quit drinking
more than a year ago - a decision, Meade said, that has made
his life "immeasurably better."
"I would get so drunk I'd
black out and not. remember a
thing I'd done," he said. "I had
to make a lot of apologies to
people for things I didn't remember. At first, my drinking
was largely limited to weekends
... ~hen it started to hurt my
grades."
The study did not
show
'\.'
which colleges had the most
, drinkers but indicated that
tiingein·g students -are more
likely to be found on campuses
in the Northeast and Midwest.
,

BY CHRISTINE TATUM
College Press Exchange

CHICAGO- More students are
heading to college th_an ever, according to a study released Monday by the U.S. Department ofEducation.
A record 14.6 million freshmen
enrolled in school this fall - about
240,000 more first-year students
than a year ago.
The booming freshman classes
are directly linked to an increasing
·number of high school graduates.
Last year, a re~ord-breaking 67 percent of high school seniors went
directly to college. That number is
projected to rise another 17 percent

over the next decade, said Tom
Snyder, director of the department's
National Center for Education Statistics.
"It's very difficult to say exactly
what it is that makes up people's
minds to do things,'' he said. '.'But
in this case, many young people feel
that getting a college education is a
really big help when it comes to
finding a good-paying job. And
they're right."
While enrollment of nontraditional students, particularly those
older than 35, is up seven percent,
it's the younger crowd that's driving the frenzied pace at which colleges and universities are expanding their living quarters and support

services. Schools nationwide, including Stanford University and the
University of Delaware, are reporting packed dorms.
Some schools will have to work
hard - perhaps even raise academic requirements - to control
the wave of students expected to
crash through their doors within the
next 15 years. The report predicts
that 52.7 million children will enroll in grade school this fall, surpassing last year's record by about
500,000. The record-breaking pace
is expected to continue at the elementary and secondary school levels for at least the next eight years,
with about 54.3 million children attending U.S. schools by 2008.

.·Police arrest 17 at St. Mary's-. party
COLLEGE PRESS EXHANGE
Staff Writer

ST. MARY'S CITY, Md. - Police arrested 17 students at St.
Mary's College after a back-toschool bash violated the
institution's drinking policies.
Students say law enforcement
officers' efforts to break up the party
- which included the use of a he. licopter, pepper spray and police
dogs - was overzealous. While
school officials said some students

were responsiblefor provoking the
officers, they ,also said they're investigating the validity of the students' complaints.
More than 300 students attending a series of smaller get-togethers
held in on-campus townhouses on
Sept. 5 eventually merged into one
large outdoor party. The gathering
violated school policy that prevents
the consumption of alcohol in public areas of the campus.
Resident advisers called campus
police to get help shutting down the

party. Campus officers summoned
help from the St. Mary's County
Sheriff's Department; which in turn
requested assistance from Maryland State Police.
·
Police reports indicate it took
about two hours to break up the
party. Officers said they used pepper spray after a rock was thrown
at them. The helicopter, they reported, was 'used to give them. a
better view of the crowd, and the
police dogs were not used against
the crowd at all.
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EDITORIAL-

President Reno?

I

mpeachment is in the air, and
it seems President Clinton
will not willingly give up the
post for which he has sacrificed
so much. The Newswire staff
reviewed the presidential order
of succession to find out who
would replace Clinton in the
event of impeachment or
resignation. The Presidential
Succession Act of 1947 prioritizes Cabinet positions for
succession. Just how far down
the list would the American
people have to go to find a
suitable candidate for the
presidency?
Obviously, Vice President Al
Gore would become president
in the event that Clinton left
office. Unfortunately, this
Southern charmer is a lifeless
robot whose pirouetting depends
on the nimble hands of Buddhist-monk puppeteers.
Next in line is Newt
Gingrich, Speaker of the House
of Representatives. Newton,
clearly not the most beloved
American politician, has his own
ethics scandals.
Third ~n line for the presi- ,
. dency is senior senator Strom
Thurmond, the. president pro
.tempo re of the Senate. Now
frankly, Strom would· make an
excellent president. He is old,
wizened, conservative and still
feisty despite his advanced
years. The tremendous stress of
the presidency, however, would
soon render Strom incapable of
discharging his duties. So we
move on.

Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright would ordinarily be
next on the list. Here again is
another wonderful contender for
the presidency. How ironic that
Clint.on's alleged sexual harassment would lead to the first
woman president. Alas,
Albright must be passed over
because she is not a U.S. citizen
by birth.
Fifth in line for the presidency is Robert Rubin. Rubin,
however, has already announced
his plans to resign his post as
Secretary of the Treasury. We
don't have any solid dirt on
Robbie, but just how many times
can someone sign their own
name before going crazy?
Secretary of Defense
William Cohen would get his
shot at the White House after
Rubin. Cohen's chance at fame
would no doubt be foiled when
he keels over, succumbing to the
experimental anthrax vaccine he
recently ordered for the armed
forces.
Finally, Attorney General
Janet Reno would ascend to_.the
presid~ncy. Madai:ne Presi.dent
has the full confidence of The
Newswire staff.and probably
wouldn't launch an investigation
of herself. With the last layer of
the onion removed,. we find its
sweet core, though admittedly
we've shed some tears in the
process. Hail to the chief, .
President Reno.

-M.W.M. & C.A.E.
for The Newswire staff
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Clinton should resign
Impeachment p.roceedings
BY LUCAS SMITH
Newswire Columnist
With Bill Clinton's dirty laundry
being aired on the ciothesline of
Congress, the presidency hits come
to an all-time low. British tabloids
scream _about"Cigar Sex" while the
world. ridicules a president that
couldn't keep his pants zipped.
" , ,1)~,gl9bal ecpromiq:risis..caHs
for a ~trong l~ader to emerge, but
.ali th~tfaited States has to offer is
a horny hillbilly. With impeachment iooming on the horizon, Bill
Clinton should do the honorable
thing: resign from his office.
America's presidents have certainly not been saints. Many of our
presidents have been notorious ph_ilanderers; however none have been
as bold or as stupid as the current
chief of state.
Clinton was so brazen that he allowed a 21-year-old intern to perform oral sex on him ... while he was
on the phone with congressmen.
Such actions show an alarming
lack of respect for his office. This
is a man who said, in his 1992 book
Putting People First, "I want an
America where 'family values' live
in our actions, not just our
speeches.'.' Clinton must have some
strange family values.
More important than Clinton's
moral problems are the charges of
perjury and obstruction of justice
Kenneth Starr brings to bear on
him. It seems fairly clear in Starr's

would~urt

presidency

tion, from "Travelgate" to
"Filegate" to Whitewater (deep
breath) to Gennifer Flowers to
Paula Jones to Monica Lewinsky.
Add that on top of "I didn't inhale,"
and you've got a master liar who
has managed to slip free of his many
other·scandals: ·
Impeachment is· a definite possibility, giveri the strtmgt~ o~~t~\T;s
case and the overwhelming Republican majority in Congress. Democrats have also joined the bandwagon, with many calling for
Clinton's resignation.
The country is now in a time of
uncertainty. Impeachment proceedings certainly would only serve
to prolong the embarrassing debacle our president has caused.
report that Clinton did in fact per- Clinton should leave the office of
jure himself at least once, and the the presidency with whatever
charges of obstruction of justice .• shreds of dignity it has left and resign.
also are not far from the mark.
Some whine that Clinton lied
To close, I quote a young Bill
about a personal matter, making the Clinton, as a candidate for the U.S.
perjury less reprehensible. I respond House of Representatives, on
that lying under oath is still breaking Nixon:
"Yes, the president should rea cherished American law, no matter
sign. He has lied to the American
what the personal reasons.
If Clinton gets away with a slap people, time and time again, and
on the wrist for perjury, what hap- betrayed their trust. Since he has
pens when the next president i~ admitted guilt, there is no reason to
asked about a scandal as important put the American people through an
as, for example,· Iran-Contra?
impeachment. He will s.erve absoFrom the beginning, Clinton has lutely no purpose in finishing out
been a purveyor of lies to the his term. The only possible soluAmerican public. Scandal after tion is for the president to save some
scandal has rocked his administra- dignity and resign.''

Lying under oath ·
about a personal matter
does not make perjury
less reprehensible. Im-peachment proceedings
would only serve.to
prolong the ~mbar:rassing
debacle our president has
caused. Clinton should
leave the office ofthe
presidency with whatever
shreds ofdignity it has
. left and resign.

Weekly News Quiz

·

inquiries should ht! difectcd to Nico It! Bundn,· Busiu..:ss
Mwouger, 513 745·3130.
'
Advertising inquiries should he. din:ctt<l h~ Jumie
Swider, AdvcrtiNing Mui1uger, 513 745-3561.
One copy of Tht• Xuvler Newswire, c.listrihuted on._
cumpus, is fn:e per pern<m rer Wt:t:k. Additionul cupie!ii
UT&: 25 CC!UlS.
:· .. , Xu~.it~r Un~"'.t!rsity .~~.uo tK:~e1_~1_icc~munu~1ity ~om- '.·
mi tied to ;;4W.1 opportuiiityfo~ uil [icisons regiinlle"8 of ;
nge, sex, ruc:e, religion, hw11Jicnp or nntionul origin;· ·-

• New York City public
schools recruited Austrian math
and science teachers:
a) because there is a dearth of
qualified American math and science teachers iri the system.
b) to translate . Arn() Id .
Schwarzenegger's movie lines.
c) because Austrians know
how to handle unruly children,
justlike ''The So~nd .of Music.''
.· .·
• The Boston Globe uncov, ~ :. ,e~ed. police who habitually called ..
in sick to work so they could:

a) workforprivatec:ompanies.
b) work as donut taste-testers.
c) attend area college house
parties posing as students. ·
•Spice Girls. fans were disappointed that Scary Spice's wedding to dancer Jimmy Guizar did
.not include former Spice Geri
Halliwell because:
a) we thought they were all
still close friends.
• b), her red and. blond tresses
wer~ .beyond repair and.had .to be
shaved off.

. c) she was too tired from stripping at the bachelor party.
• The New York Times' Web
page was hacked and filled with
pornography by the group "Hacking for Girlies" in order to:
a) protest the imprisonment of
a fellow hacker and mock the
Times' staff. ·
''
.b) provide a visual companion
to .Kenneth Starr's graphic report
to Congress.
·
c) make the _news fun again.

-M.W.M.
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TALK-

WHAT do you think. of Kenneth Starr's report to Congress?·
.

'

"I haven't given it
too much thought.
I don't need to
know that much
about my president."

.

'

"I haven't read it
yet. But from
what I hear; I think
Mo.nica is a freak.
The president has
game."

-Bonnie Bastian

-Casey Hudson

Senior

Senior

"I don;t know
"I don't think too
anything about the · much about it. It's
going to come
report. I study so
down to Congress
hard that I don't
have time to watch · deciding. I don't
have any problem
the news."
with it being on the
-:Amy Miller Internet."
Senior

"People are taking
this all wrong. I
wouldn't trust
Clinton alone in a
room with my wife
but that has
nothing to do with
government."

-Dameon
Alexander

-Kevin Young

"There are bigger
issues to deal with.
It's up to him and
Hillary to decide
the matter. I don't
think he should be
impeached." ·

"I would like to
read it but I'm
scared off by the
strong language. It
shouldn't be on the
Internet because
small children
have access to it."

Freshman

TO

THE

-Jeannie
Tharrington

Senior

Senior

-LETTERS

_:Steve Petersen

Sophomore

-Shawnta Leeks

Junior

"It wasn't graphic
enough. It should
have had cartoons
because I was
unclear about
certain points."

CAMPUS

ED.lTOR-

Couch clarifies police activity

COMMENTARY-

The truth about
Shantytown

complaints from neighbors or a fear .situations through our campus
of a party getting out of control, we .discipline process.
may ask for the assistance. of the · · Like all members of the Xavier
local police. On a few occasions family, we believe Xavier is a
BY TONY STIERITZ
organized service and attention to
over the past year, local police were .special place where people care
Guest Columnist
the experience of individuals who
called.
about each other. My staff and I
There is a myth to dispel. Com- have dedicated their lives to allevi• We do not encourage local ·are committed to providing quality
police to attend off-campus parties. service, personalized care a11d mencing each September on a Sun- ating the problem.
It will expose Xavier and surThere are times when Xavier protection to all members of the day, anyone strolling down the residential mall cannot fail to notice rounding communities to cultural
Police are called by the Cincinnati · Xavier community.
fellow students leaving their com- activities celebrated by a variety of
or Norwood Police to assist them
fortable
beds and futons for the wet ethnic populations in Cincinnati's
-Michael Couch
· in dealing with a complaint. On
earth
beneath
duct-taped cardboard low-income areas.
Chief of Campus Police
those occasions, the local police
shanties.
The true core of Shantytown is
make th~ .decision o~ . th~
Campus
is
suddenly
transformed
in
the
variety of dynamic speakers
· appropriate .action .to be taken.··.
Editor's Note:; The· article in
into
a
sprouting
garden
of
signs,.
and
cultural
events coming to our
The number one concern of · question, "Und~rage di-inking
Xavier Campus Police is the safety ·crackdown," did not state or imply budding with statis- - - - - - - - - - · - campus. We urge
you to check out the
of Xavier students. When we· that Xavier police attended off- tics and realities conShanrytown
aims
Shantytown
schedceming
the
problem
become aware of risky behavior ·campus parties, but rather that
to bring students
ules posted across
such as underage or excessive Cincinnati Police have done so. of homelessness.
Yet, tragically,
Xavier. We are condrinking, we believe it is. our That point, ho,wever, may not have
fident that the wealth
obligation to inform students of the .· been as clear in our staff editorial. this is all many stu- . into a deeper relationship
with
the
of experiences and
dents
see.
Throughconsequences of their actions and .. · Boih the article and the staff
promoteresponsiblebehavior. We· : editorial may be accessed in The out the following homeless oifCincin- musical entertainment invited from
will also hold our ·students· Newswire 's 01iline ·archives: week, too many
Cincinnati's vibrant
passersby stuff into nati. 'WC seek to
. accountable for inappropriate www.xu.edu/soa/newswirel.
behavior and will deal with these
the framework of blame no one for
neighborhoods,
this sight the full
along with greater
portrait of the tradi- the problem of
understanding of our
purpose, will create
tion of Shantytown. homelessness but
dh
the most impressive
As the most visuope to
Shantytown ever.
Maybe it will take a horrific ca- door to me on Saturday night, I ally evident aspect instea
am writing in response to the re. cent crime spree in the Xavier tastrophe for Campus ~olice to re- question how effectively my tuition during the week of excite concern in
Furthermore, to
· events, this scene un- the hearts. ofevery- mark the close of the
area. For the past two weeks; the focus their attention on our safety; money is being spent
If I had any input in the matter, fortunately entices
Shantytown week,
buzz around campus and articles in But then again, there's no monetary
we will engage in a
The Newswire have concerned profit for Xavier in maintaining safe my tuition ·money would be put to- people to brand one.
day of service and
ward increased patrols of neighbor- Shantytown particiXavier's crackdown on parties and neighborhoods.
-Residents of. hoods.surrounding campus instead pants as materially well::."off students . .initiate the semester-long project of
. underage drinking.
Xavier and local police have fo885 Clinton Springs of keeping 18, 19 and 20-year-old basking as imaginary martyrs in adopting a downtown apartment for
cused their efforts on this situation
renovation.
Mark Simcoe, Pat Wilde, Mark. adults from doing what college kids destitution.
Miller, Joe Ha'rki11s, A11tho11y have been doing for decades.
since the school year began. It apParticipants in Shantytown are
From Sept 20 to 26, this is our
·
-Kyle·Allen misperceived as targeting pedestri- mission. And in order to achieve
pears that they have forgotten about · Quagiliata, and Steve Woodraska
the safety of those living and travSenior ans for guilt-trips while pretending it; we profess the power of solidareling in the off-campus areas.
s a senior living off campus for
to be the voice of the homeless. ity among concerned individuals.
A robbery on Dana, the mugging
the second year, I am concerned
think Chief Couch and Sergeant . Moreover, too many believe they
Hence, we construct a commuof a resident of 922 Marion, the fire to see that Xavier's Campus Police
Gary Brown are forgetting that hypocritically fail to do anything nal ground marked by shanties to
bombs at Indy house, and the numer- .are allocating their resources and parties are an essential part of col.- about the problem.
serve as the arena for intellectual
ous trespassers attempting to break time to prevent the occurrence of ·lege culture, important for meeting
These opinions are wrong. The discussion, spiritual growth and
into 885 Clinton. Springs are some underage drinking at parties.
other students. Xavier students Shantytown Planning Committee support among those searching to
of the more recent incidents that have
I also was amazed to. read that don't need the extra fear of won- and many concerned individuals are overcome. the problem of
occurred in the past weeks.
campus police officers would ad-. dering who is an "enemy" at a party. striving this year to ·share the homelessness.
It is quite obvious that the "party vertise that highly visible valuables
We are no longer high school Shantytown mission statement as
We warmly_ e~brace anyone
crackdown" has become more of a are present in a vehicle by placing . students and we deserve to be well as advertise the wonderful va- who comes to sleep.out and share
focus·. of interest than maintaining equally visible "You could have · treated like adults. Xavier's alliance . riety of scheduled events, so that no · in our reflections.
· a safe community for Xavier stu~ been ripped off' cards on the wind- with Cincinnati police assumes that one should further entertain this traEveryone is welcome to any and
dents. Xavier's greedy desire to shields.of student· cars. The lives students are inherently guilty of ditional misperception.
all of these events. We seek to
fine students has created a distorted of area .criminals are made just a underage drinking.
In truth, Shantytown aims to blame no one for the problem of
view of what's important.. What is. ·..little easier by this tactic. ·
· Cincinnati police are not stu- bring students into a deeper refa~ homelessness but instead hop_e to
. Perhaps campus police should . dents and should not be permitted tionship with the homeless ofCin- exdte concern in the hearts of-evimportant is. not the prevention of
students from ·having a gciod time;·:,. -start 'prote.ctirig sttidents instead of to play stud(lnt. .
.
.. ·.
cin11ati through personal contact, . eryone. Please.join us.
..;;_David Olinge.r
· · ··
·
· ·
but rather the safety and quality of <policing them.· After hearing about·
· · ·.Junior .·
·· the area co~inunity. · ·
the two young women.robbed next
s the Chief of Campus Police
and one of the people most
responsible for insuring the safety
of Xavier students, I'd like to clarify
some of the information presented
in last week's front-page story,
"Underage drinking crackdown.''
While I believe that the article
contained
some
accurate
information regarding the manner
in which our department responds
to complaints concerning offcampus house parties, I believe that
some of the comments were taken
out of context. ·
• Xa~ier campus police do not
send undercover officers to offcampus house parties.
• Xavier campus police do not·
issue identification cards to local
police.
On one occasion
approximately eight years ago we
did provide IDs to local police at
their request.
• Xavier campus police expect
the sponsors of a party to properly
manage that event. When there are
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Students decry police focus
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Hooters score on West Coast
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878 >E-mail: sPoRrs@xavier.xu.edu

Victory over San Francisco runs record to 3-1
•

Men's golf starts season
The men's golf team swung into action this past weekend at the
Falcon-Cross Creek Invitational hosted by the United States Air
Force Academy. The Musketeers finished 16th in the 24-team field,
35-over-par. California won the tournament at 12-under-par.
Jeff Marr, in 31st place, led Xavier with his four-over-par, 220
for the three-round tournament. Steve Dixon followed one shot
behind with a 221. Michael Reis (226), Tim Donovan (235) and
Brian Fehling (237) were the other Musketeers competing in the
three-day event.
The XU men will travel to Leesburg, Va., to compete in the
Georgetown Hoya Invitational next Friday through Sunday.
-Matt Barber

Cross country runs at MU
The Xavier Harriers competed in the Miami Invitational at Miami University this past weekend, and both the men's and women's
teams placed seventh.
The women were led by junior Laura Edwards' 43rd place finish in 20:51 over the 5,000 meter course. Junior Jan Feichtner
(21:10), sophomore Blanche Fisher (21:38) and freshman Sarah
Johnstone (22:06) followed.
Junior Dave Dickman paced the team with his 12th place 26: 14
over the five-mile course. Senior Joe Burzynski (27:51), sophomore Keith Crawford (28:32) and senior Chris Germann (28:45)
were the next three in for XU.
Xavier will be running in the All-Catholic Meet at Notre Dame
· this Saturday.
-Matt Barber

Free T-shirts, great soccer
This Friday's men's soccer home opener will offer plenty in
addition to a great soccer match. Everyone attending will receive a
team poster as part of the Health Alliance Poster Giveaway. The
first 75 students in attendance will receive a free Xavier soccer Tshi.rt.. Between halves, the O'Bryon's $25 Gift Certificate Halftime
Shootout will be held. Xavier is facing Cal Poly SLo; a tough team
from the West Coast who will be looking to knock down the highflying Musketeers. XU will try to improve its 3-1 record. It all
starts at 7 p.m. at Corcoran Field.
-Matt Barber

BY RICHARD SCHILLING
Sports Writer

I

at all times to press the attack.
However, Xavier was able to
show a lot of character by bounc- ·
ing back from the loss and playing

midfielder Brian DiBattista, who
headed it in, was the game winner
with five minutes left in the match.
The game was won by XU's ability
to. put in fresh .substitutions that energized the Musketeer's play on the
field.
·

The men's soccer team shifted
opponents and time zones this an_excellentgaineagainstSanFran~
weekend at the Diadora Classic cisco University. Xavier scored
held by San Francisco University. first, off adiving head.er by junior
Xavier took
. "It was a
great tournatheir 2-0 record
into the toumament and we
ment against
played some
Santa Clara, a
great teams,"
powerful team
said
juior
from Southern
mid fie Id er
California, and
M a r i n go
the host team
V l ij t e r ,
San Francisco
Xavier's leadUniversity.
. ing scorer.
XU came
Xavierwasat
an early disadoff the weekvantage as Santa
end 3-1 overall,
Clara stormed
. 1-1 for the trip
out of the gate
and as. the top
scoring
two
team in the Atgoals in the first
!antic 10.
15 minutes, and
· The team
going into half.was fueled by
time with a 3-0
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPoRTS.INFORMATION
.
.
lead.
The Xavier team celebrates a victory. The depth of the Musketeer~ ::~:li~!'st~:
After strughas contributed to their good play this season.
two very tough
gling through a first half which saw midfielder Stephen Stamper, after games. Xavier was able tcfgarrier
them out-played, and out-shot 13- a deflection from freshman de- experience playing against the West
2, Xavier was able to stabilize their fender Rob Bakker in the 30th Coast foes, who are known for their
game at halftime, evening the shots minute.
skilled soccer teams.
Six minutes into the second half,
The Musketeer's next game is
at 6-6 for the second half. However the Musketeers were unable to San Francisco evened the score on the first home game of the season,
right their sinking ship and eventu- a long~ .ha!d shot into the right cor- against California Polytechnic
ally lost 5-0.
ner of the'goal, just ouf of junior SL.O. Xa,vier will face Cal Poly at
·'· Xavienvas'~urt mostl)rby Santa. goalie Paul Wesseling ;iHfanos';":::· < ·' 7 p;m. on Cotcol'ari Fiela~·irhe' first
Clara's abilitf fo hold the ball efBecause of a fluid use of subs ti- 75 fans will get free shirts, and stufecti vely and press the attack tutions, it was Xavier's turn to dent admission is free with a valid
through a deep side, substituting dominate the end of the game. A All-Card. Xavier then travels to
eight players throughout the game. free-kick by sophomore forward Akron to play the 23rd ranked socThis kept fresh players on the field Josh Hammerschmidt to junior cer team in the nation on Sunday.

On Tap
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18

SATURDAY, SEPT. 19

SUNDAY, SEPT. 20

MONDAY, SEPT. 2 I
TUESDAY, SEPT. 27

•MEN'S SOCCER VS. CAL POLY SLO AT 7 P.M.
•VOLLEYBALL VS. FORDHAM AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S GOLF AT GEORGETOWN HOYA INVITATIONAL IN
LEESBURG, VA.
•MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY AT NOTRE DAME
NATIONAL CATHOLIC MEET IN SOUTH BEND, IN.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT MIAMI INVITATIONAL IN OXFORD, OH.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS AT BOWLING GREEN INVITATIONAL IN
BOWLING GREEN, OH.
•VOLLEYBALL VS. GEORGE WASHINGTON AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S GOLF AT GEORGETOWN HOYA INVITATIONAL IN
LEESBURG, VA.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT MIAMI INVITATIONAL IN OXFORD, OH.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS AT BOWLING GREEN INVITATIONJ\L IN
BOWLING GREEN, OH.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT MIAMI INVITATIONAL IN OXFORD, OH.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS AT BOWLING GREEN INVITATIONAL IN
BOWLING GREEN, OH.
•MEN'S GOLF AT GEORGETOWN HOYA INVITATIONAL IN
LEESBURG, VA.
•MEN'S SOCCER AT AKRON AT 2 P.M.
•WOMEN'S SOCCER AT TENNESSEE AT 2 P.M.
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT CHARLESTON FALL INVITATIONAL IN
CHARLESTON, SC.
•VOLLEYBALL VS. CINCINNATI AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT DAYTON AT 3:30 P.M ..

All HOME GAMES ARE IN BOLD
HOME SOCCER MATCHES ARE HELD AT CORCORAN FIELD
,HOME VOLLEYBALL MATCHES ARE HELD AT SCHMIDT FIELDHOUSE .

Volleyball vs. Cincinnati.
7 p.m: Tuesday at Schmidt Fieldhouse
So far this season, Xavier is 1-0. in crosstown matchups
(women's soccer) and the volleyball team will attempt to keep
us perfect againstthe hated Bearcats. So stay in between the
crosswalk lines as you head across Victory Parkway toward .
Schmidt Fieldhouse to root on the Lady Musketeers.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION

Midfielder Dave Spaccarelli moves the ball
upfield.

,

PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION

Goalie Pal.ii Wesseling's play is a big reason why
Xavier is 3-1 .
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Lady Muskies fall short in overtime
MATTMADGES
. Assistant Sports Editor

As the Xavier women's soccer
team entered its first Atlantic 10
match-up of the season last Friday,
the team had history on its side.
Since joining the Atlantic 10 Conference, the Lady Musketeers were·
undefeated in conference .openers
with a 3-0 record.
Xavier, who is predicted to finish third in tJleA-10 preseason poll,
was not able to take advantage of
historic precedence, however, and
the Lady Musketeersfound themselves on the wrong end ofan overtime victory by Dayton.
The Dayton squad returned 18
of its 23 players from last seaso.n's
16-4 A-10 semifinal team, and is
picked to finish fourth in the A-10
preseason poll.
The Xavier-Dayton rivalryorigi~
nated in .1984 whenXavierman-

aged a 2-0 win; Since the inaugural game, the teams have met every
year and the series was locked at 77-2 ·heading into Friday;s game.
Last season the .Lady Musketeers
defe~ted the Lady Fl yets ·1-0 in both
teams' conference opener.
A continual problem for the
Lady Musketeers in the early season has beeri a _lack of offensive
pressure. In every match up until
the Dayton garrie, Xavier had been
out~shot by its opponent. Through
hard work and long practices,
Xavier had. been working on how
to provide more of an offensive
punch and get more shots.
The team's effort and hard work
showed as· the Lady Musketeers .
began the game on the offensive
attack and did not back down. The
Dayton defensedid not letXavier's
. offensive pressure break them, and
Xavie.r was not able to put any of
its shots into the net.•
·

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY elii:rERRY

Seriior tri~i::~ptain Colleen Savage against A-lO rival Dayton.

"We have gotten better in each
game, but we have to finish when it
counts," said sophomore forward
Annette Gruber.
The Xavier defense, .led by
freshman Liz Singer, played a superb first half. Also contributing to
the outstandingXavier defense was
the solid play of senior goalie Karen
Kase, who was making her first start
of the seaso.n after leading the conference in save percentage last year.
The defense was able to ward off
numerous scoring chances from the
Lady Flyers and the first half ended
in a scoreless tie.
The second half began with the
Lady Flyers on the offensive attack,
but the Xavier defense continued fo
play tough and limit l)ayton's scoring chances. A real scare for the
Lady Musketeers came with 14:52
remaining in the game when a Dayton shot ricocheted off the crossbar
arid was then cleared by the Xavier
defense.
T.he remaining time in regulation
consisted of up-and-down pressure
from both squads, but neither team
could find the net. At the end of
the 90 minutes of regulation, the
game remained scoreless and was ·
headed to overtime.
For the overtime period, Xavier
coach Ron Quinn made some key
substitutions, which included the
entrance of freshman midfielder
Katie Hubbard into the game.
Hubbard had not seen action in the
. ,,gam~ up,t~,th,i!!,J19ln!, w,l)j~h pro-.
vided the Lady Iylusketeers with a
higher energy level.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH

Senior defender Holly Grow attacks the ball as freshman
midfielder Katie Hubbard looks on.
The increased energy was apparent as Xavier dominated the overtime period with most of the action
taking place on Xavier's offensive
end.
However, with less than four
minutes remaining in the overtime
period, the Lady Flyers managed to
bring the ball down to its offensive
end of the field. With 101:30 gone
by in the game, the Lady Flyers
managed to score on a 7-yard shot
by freshman midfielder Bridget
Bushman.
With the goal came a celebration
by Dayton, while the Lady Musketeers dropped their heads in disappointment.
"We played our hearts out and
had a few excellent opportunities,
but we should have finished better,"
said Quinn.
-~ The.loss' ril~vecl xavi~r to 1-2-1
on the season while Dayton is 3-2.

"We are improving every game,
but we know there are still things
we need to work on, and we just
have to work hard on these things
to make ourselves better," said
Singer.
The Lady Musketeers have been
making the most improvements
with their offensive pressure.
Xavier out-shot Dayton 15-9, marking the first time that XU has done
so to their opponents this season.
"We just need to put this game
behind us and keep going one game
at a time," said Gruber. "We can
still win this (the A-10 Championship)."
The next game for the Lady
Musketeers is this Sunday against
the University of Tennessee Lady
Volunteers in Knoxville, Tenn.
Xavier will then return home to take
Evansvfile 'next Wednesday' at
5:30 p.m'.' .. ·
· ·

.on

Volleyball continues to struggle in early season play
Losses to tough competition in close matches leave Musketeers at 1-5
bounce back, as the Lady Musketeers won the fourth game 16-14.
In the fifth and decisive game,
Last weekend the Xavier Oregon State prevailed 18-16 and
women's volleyball team traveled left Xavier with a tough defeat.
to Columbus, Ohio to participate in
On.ce again Osterday led the way
the 1998 Ohio State Buckeye Invi- with an impressive 29 kills, foltational.
lowed by senior middle blocker
On Friday, the Lady Musketeers Gabe Cook, who contributed 16
took on Ohio State, who, at the kills .. ··
time, was ranked No. 14 in the na-. .
Osterday also provided the detion. Ohio State defended its rank- fense by recording 26 digs. With
ing well, winning the match in three this outstanding performance over
games (15-6; 15-7,15-4).
the weekend, Osterday was named
The Xavier loss pushed the team to the All-Tournament Team.
to an 1-3 early season record.
Senior setter Cara Espelage conJunior outside hitter Beth .tributedto the team's performance
Osterday led the way for the Lady by posting an astounding 59 assists;
The loss to the Lady Beavers
Musketeers with nine kills. Sophomore setter Tami Ores was the moved the Lady Musketeers to 1~4
leader in assists with 20, and fresh- on the season.
man Sara Bachus came up with six
In hopes of recording its second
win of the season, the volleyball
digs in the game.
Xavier did not let the loss to team .returned to Schmidt
Ohio State bother them and caine Fieldhouse yesterday for the home
back strong against Oregon State opener against intrastate rival MiUniversity. The Lady Musketeers ami.
took the match to five games, but
Xavier got off to a fast start
.in the end came up short in the fi- agairist the Lady Red Hawks by
nal game 17-15.
playing to an early3--1 lead. How~
· The XU women started the ever, the lead did not last as Miami
match strongly by capturing the first recovered . and. at one point held an
.
game 16-14. However, Or~gon , . i:1~6 edge.
:State was not fazed and the Lady · ·. ·, · Finding .themselves do.wn. by
.Beavers came back to win the next ·. ·: fiye; the Lady Musketeers raised the
.two games.
· 'fove_I oftheirplay:·andpt1l,ed.within
Then it was Xavier'.s ·turn·· to two.
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Writer

Noticing the shift in momentum,
Miami called a quick timeout in the
hopes of getting the game back under their control.
The strategy paid off as the Lady
Red Hawks regrouped and built a
14-10 lead. Xavier once again rebounded and rallied for four straight
points and tied the game at 14.
The Lady Musketeers appeared
to be in a position to win, but Miami had other plans. After recapturing the serve, Miami scored two'
straight points to win the first game
of the match 16-14.
The second game of the match
was not as close of a contest, as the
Lady Red Hawks captured a 15-8
victory.
With Xavfor on the brink of
elimination, the Lady Musketeers
came out of the intermission with
renewed energy. The team was
fired up and ready to play, and
quickly jumped out to an early 5-1
lead.
Xavier.could not hold on to the·
lead, and after several changes in
possession the Lady Musketeers
found themselves down 10-5.
Xavier did come back and
closed the gap to three before eventually losing 15-8.
Cook, and fre.~hman outs.ide hitter Anna Yasuhara, led the way with
· numerous.big kills and ifupressive
front line play. '.Last night's loss

dropped the team's record to 1-5.
The Lady Musketeers will remain at home this week with three
matches. The first match will take
place on Friday against Fordham at
7 p.m. in Schmidt Fieldhouse. This
will be Xavier's first Atlantic 10
match-up of the season.

A-10 play will continue on Saturday night, as the Musketeers host ....
George Washington, at 7 p.m.
Xavier will then host Cincinnati
in a non-conference game in the
second crosstown shootout of the
year.
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Senior middle blocker Gabe Cook has been a big presence for
Xavier in the front line~
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New coaches bring
new attitude to XC
Hard work should bring success
for cross country in ·'-98
Randy Dudikar, Nick Boeing, and
Keith Crawford, andjunfor. Dave
Michitfr should all challenge for
Running for miles without any spots in the top seven.
sense of direction will get you noAlso on the men's squad this
where. The cross country teams year are seniors Mike Batterberry
hope this year they have the direc- · and Brandon Tonnis, juniors Mark
tion they ne~ to go places in the Bugner and Cameron Cox and. Atlantic 10.
freshmen John Slavik, Brian Wirtz,
Xavier cross country takes on a Luke Guy, Seth Rinderknecht and
new look this season under the lead- · Jim Stricker.
ership and high expectations of two
Swain would like to improve on
new head coaches.
·
the men's tenth place finish in the
The men's team is coached by A-10 last year, moving up to sixth
Scott Swain, a former assistant at · or seventh. "The new level of inMiami University; and the women tensity I have brought to Xavier will
are coached by Caroline Spencer, be seen in the end of the season's
who moves up from the assistant success," he said.
position she held last year.
The women's team is no less
Both coaches have raised the bar. determined to improve. The team
as far as intensity of the workouts is large in number, with 21 runners
are concerned. The transition to- on board for the 1998 campaign.
wards being a contender in the A·· They are very competitive and this
10 will not be an overnight process. presents an interesting challenge for
It will take time, and will mean Spencer.
small improvements for the team
"The girls need to run as a team.
from week to week..
It is challenging to turn the compeDespite the fact that the comple- tition .in practice for one ofthe top
tion of this transition will be fur- seven spots into teamwork at
ther along in the season, the change meets," said Spencer.
.
is already apparent in the runners'
Three of last year's seven varattitudes.
·
sity runners are returning this fall,
"The biggest change in our four juniors Laura Edwards and Jan
years here has definitely been in the Feichtner and sophomore Blanche
intense coaching style Coach Swain Fisher. Freshm.en Natalie Lanese
has brought to the program. We feel and Sarah Johnstone have been run~
like we.can compete with anyone ning very well this season, and
in the A-1 O," said senior Joe Lanese was named A-10 Rookie of
Burzynski .. '
the Week last week.
The men's team only looks to
Also trying to crack the top
improve through its ability to now seven will be senior Noelle Masters,
recruit better runners. In addition, sophomores Jennifer Buckley,
all seven runners are returning from Rachel Napolitano, Emily Schulte
last year's varsity team.
and Leane Ebernez and freshmen
At the top of that list is junior Katie Kirt; Ruby Kam, Maggie
Dave Dickman. "Dave is a very Dunn, Amy McAdams, Janelle
consistent runner who posseses Fones, Jule Scalise, Mandi Prout,
high athletic ability. He is always Marion Johnson, Megan Blake and
focused and determined in both Ryanne Rosenberg.
·
practices and meets," said S:-vain.
Both teams are excited about the
Following Dickman, Burzynski new focus of Xavier cross country
and senior Chris German, plus which should provide for an excitsophomores Sc.ott Holzknecht, ing season.
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Bettef·n~ws ... More issues. Wider focus: Thi~ year, it's better than ever.
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Collections

Now Is The Right Time To Work Part-Tim~!,

BY DAN BUTLER .
Sports Writer

I

Who we are

GE Capital Retailer Financial Services is one of the largest issuers
and processors of private label credit.ca.rds in the country.

Your opportunity

Part~time

...,.__________________________________________
. .

What we offer

We offer a competitive.salary, paid. training and excellent benefits
which can begin from your first day of employment. You'll also
have the opportunity to work in a business casual atmosphere.

How to respond

For consideration, please call (513) 573-3202, or send your.
resume to: GE Capithl/RFS-Cincinnati, Human Resources
Department, 4605DukeDrive; Mason, OH 45040. FAX:· (513)
573-3133. An Equal Opportunity Employer. · ,
·

' :

NOW HIRING.
.Old Navy offers .you the remarkable opportunity
to be part of our exciting growth in the family
value-priced clothing market.
SALES ASSOCIATE POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE

We offer unlimited opportunities to learn,
promotions based on talent and ability, and
great personal satisfaction.

If interested, pleased call. (513) · 792-0140 to
schedule an interview.

.

Midnight Madness
....

we'll. let you figure out the time·

745~3561.

~:

NOW HIRING FOR OUR NEW PRINCETON PLAZA LOCATION

'

Advertising in TheNewswire
.communicates.your message
. t9 3,500 readers weekly.. Call

,: . :

··,

in one month ...

:/

. .

Ours is an atmosphere where "service .excellence" is a· top priority
and your ability to analyze data and make judgments will be key
to your growth. Well-developed telephone and listening skills and·
PC familiarity are imp()rtant.. .
·

•

Want to get
recognized?

.I

<>Ur requirements

Its coming...

'

positions (20-29 hours per week) available in our
Collections Department. Weekend and evening shifts. Both entry. level and experienced collection opportunities are .available..

Prlll•llP.11. .dP
· Parenunu or AdoPtlon. ·
De Decision lsYours

Interviews .will be conduc.ted at· the Signature Inn
{11385 Chester Rd.) on the following days;
Saturday, Sept •. 19th from 9am-8pm
and
Sunday, Sept. 20th from 11am-7:Pm
Walk-ins are·. 'fllelcome.

ealhollc soclal Services

Free Prelinancv Telllnt ·. . · ·
eann111nua1euum11n1
Rnnlal Aid In I eUe-111 Cm Bills ·
open111111111n1n11ab1e ...· · ·
sarv1c1D1PllilllII111 Fallb•· ·

. ClllCllllll .

.·. 111111111 •. .

15131241-JMI .· 1513111H121

'

-~·
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.

'
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Kinko's would like to help start your semester off right.
We're offering great saving on black & white copies - just 4¢ each. .
And Freshmen, visit your local Kinko's and pick up your FREE Freshmen Welcome Pak.
While you're there, check out all of Kinko's great products and services.

ter
.. ·th
.... ;

.

kinko~s·

. FREE
Welcome

Freshmen: Bring this coupon
and your Freshmen LD. card t.o
Kinko's and teeeiw a FREE
vatue .
Welcome Fbk while supplies last.

pak! .
ove.r 535

Includes:
•Kinko's CoJl'y{ard -with 25. •Kinko's Coriection Fluid
free self-serve copies*
•~ighlighter & Pen
•Kinko's Coupon Booklet
•Post-It• Notes

'

orrftliliorder

DAYTON

'

1189 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
436-1313

willgs:.··· .,..

AAC346

k1n••·g•5·
ft

Recetve sy,• x tt• bllck and white ~pies on 20lb ~htte bond fur Just
4C each. Offer ts Umlted to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be
presented at tfme of the purchase and fs not valid with other offers or
discount programs. Offer valid at time of purchase and may not be
discounted or credited towards past or future purchases. Valid at Kinlco's
Usted locations only. Coupon void where prohibited by law. No cash value.

•

•Applle.s to B'h 0x11' blockond
white Cllpie.s on 20/b white bond.

I

4¢ BLACK & WHITE COPIES

I EXP 9/30/98

DAVlON
436-1313

AAC345

. ·. ·~:

· Award-Winning Buffalo Wings • 12 Signature Sauces
New Expanded Menu eDaily Happy Hour
Big Screens &a Multitude of TV's ~ Free NTN Interactive Trivia
25C Wings on Tuesdays• Call for Carryout

..

I EXP 9/30/98

I

MOST STORES OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 OAYS A WEEK

..
Welcome Back To Xavier . .;. .
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To get ahead, go with the leader. Call Kaplan, the test prep experts,
and find out how to make It happen. With 60 years of proven
success getting students Into. Iha schools of their choice, we're
the #1 name In test prep. Classes are filling up fast, so call today.
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Warhol showcas·e
The CincinnaH Film Society will present three ev~11ings of Andy
Warhol films. According to the film society, 'these films are provocative glimpses at what life was like at Warhol;s infamous "factory" back in the 1960s. (Whatever that means.) This Friday, they .
will show "My Hustler" and "Poor Little Rich Girl," beginning at
7:30 p.m., at the Geier Center, Old Museum of Natural History, on
Gilbert Avenue at Elsinore Plaza. Tickets are $4 for students, and
$5 for the huddled masses.

Champions needed
Attention citizens: Here is your chance to do something for
the city. The Citizens for Civic Renewal will hold a meeting for
people who are champions of public interest. The meeting, which
will be held at the downtown library (800 Vine St.) Saturday, Sept.
19 from 9:30 a.m. to noon, will challenge you to .focus on the task
of helping regions make better quality decisions about civic improvement. All are invited, call 381-1034 for more info.

Playing God
Auditons for the Xavier Players production of "Jesus
Christ Superstar" will be held Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 21-22, at
7 p.m. in the University Theatre. Performance dates are set for
Nov. 12-15 and 19-22. Call Cathy Springfield (X-3578) for more
information.

Live Wires
Thursday, Sept. 17

Saturday, Sept. 19

Aerosmith
wl Monster Magnet
@Riverbend
and
Squirrel Nut Zippers
w/ North.Missi5sippi
Allstars
and Dirty Dozen
@ Bogarts

Alan Jackson
and Deanna Carter
@Riverbend
and
Celine Dion ·
w/ Andre Philippe Gagnon
@the Crown

...

The Charts
This week's top 10 Hot 100
Singles:
·
1) "I Don't Want To Miss A
Thing" Aerosmith
2) "The First Night" Monica
3) "Crush" Jennifer Page
4) "My Way" Usher
5) "The Boy Is Mine" Brandy
and Monica
6) "Daydream in"' Tatyana Ali
7) _"Time After Time" Inoj
.· 8) "Lookin' At Me" Mase
featuring Puff Daddy·
9) "You're Still The One"
Shania Twain
10) "When The Lights Go
Out" Five

_I

This week's top 10 albums
from the Billboard 200:
1) Lauryn Hill, The
Miseducation of IAuryn Hill
2) Soundtrack, Back to
Titanic
_3) 'N Sync, 'N Sync
·4) Alan Jackson, High ·
Mileage
5) Beastie Boys, Hello Nasty
6) Barenaked Ladies, Stunt
7) Fat Joe, Don Cartegna
8) Soundtrack, Armageddon
9) Backstreet Boys,
Backstreet Boys
10) Snoop Dogg, Da Game ls
To Be Sold, Not To Be Told

New Releases
The following were due for release Sept. 15:
Various Artists, Here, There and Everywhere (Windham Hill)
(Beatles songs done by Windham Hill artists) ... Soundtrack, Permanent Midnight (Geffen) ... Soundtrack, Be.loved (Epic) ...
Soundtrack, Why Do Fools Fall In love (Elektra) ... Various Artists, Ska Down Her Way: Women of Ska Vol. 2 (Shanachie)_ ... Sheryl
Crow, Riverwide (A&M) ... Hootie & the Blowf1Sh, Musical Chairs
(Atlantic) ... The Kennedys, Angel Fire (Rounder) ... Alexi Lalas,
Ginger (CMC Int'I) ... Marilyn Manson, Mechanical Animal
(lnterscope) ... Brian May, Another World (Hollywood) ... Bette
Midler, Bathhouse Betty (Warner Bros.) ... Mysteries of Life; Come ·
Clean (RCA) ... Shaquille O'Neal, Respect (A&M) ... Pras, Ghetto
Superstar (Columbia) (clean and explicit versions) ... Pushmonkey,
Pushmonkey (Arista)~;. Screamin' Cheetah Wheelies, Big Wheel
(Mercury) ... Tone Loe, Cool Hand Loe (V2) ...
... all dates are tentative. ·

ZinZinn3.ti

Iii.

.
.
.. .
Oktoberfest-Zlnzinnati established_
a world record (as proclaimed by
the Guinness Book ofRecords in its
1995-97 editions) with 48,000 participating in the World's Largest
Chicken Dance
·
in 1994. The
Crown Prince of·
Bavaria
was
even in on the
action.
This year, the
festival is tuning
up to set a world
record for the
World's Largest
Kazoo Band.
Legendary
trumpeter Al
Hirt,. a· 1941
graduate of the
University of
Cincinnati Col-.
' PHOTO COURTESY OF CINciNNATI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE lege-Conserva-.
'

BY LAUREN MOSKO
Diversions Editor

.

excessive 14 million liters of beer:
They also consume an average of
more than 300,000 pairs of pork
sausages, 600,000 roasted chickens·
and 60,000 roasted pork knuckles.

The annual Oktoberfest celebration kicks off this week in Mi.inich,
Germany. So what does that mean
for the good
people of the
Queen City? It
means that our
sister-festival,
OktoberfestZinzinnati, is set
to begin its 22nd
celebration.
OktoberfestZinzinnati was
founded in 1976
as a block party
in Downtown
Cincinnati to attr~ct_ visitors. It ·
had grown into
North America's
largest
Oktoberfest, at- Oktoberfest-Zinzinnati is a time for camaraderie and dancing, so tory of Music, is
tracting 500,000 drag out your liederhosen.
. ._ .
coming . back
people annually.
home. to join
The.·. original
German
So how does the Zinzinnati ver~ "The King of Kazoo," Rick
Oktoberfest was held this very sion of Oktoberfest stack up to the Hubbard, and 20,000 to 30,000 rev-,
elers in an Interpretation of his·
weekend in 1810, as a celebration original?
of the marriage of Prince Ludwig I
According to the Greater Cincin- trademark song, "When th~ .Saints
·
and Princess Therese von Sachsen- nati Chamber of Commerce, local Go Marching In."
Hildb_mighauseiL .The, wedding g<mnnets ci:eate4 the follow.~ng. pro. Hirt wHI also do. the horior ~f
party was such a success that it was jected "menu" from previous local tapping. the offlci~I Okt~b~rf~st~
celebrated again in 1812, in com- Oktoberfests: 87 ,542 metts, 80,500 Zinzinnati keg with Mayor
memoration of the royal wedding. bratwurst, 64,000 sauerkraut balls, Roxanne Qualls during the opening
The royal wedding reception 56,250 sausages, 23,004 soft pret~ ceremonies at noon on Friday, Sept.
evolved into a two-week open-air zels, 24,640 potato pancakes, 18, on Fountain Square.
festival that became so much a part 20,000 cream puffs, 16,002 strudel,
In addition to our Guinness recof German culture that it was made 6,000 jumbo pickles,· 3,600 lbs. of ognition, the mayor of Mi.inich anan annual event. Each year addi- sauerkraut, 1,875 lbs. of German nually decrees Oktoberfesttional exhibits were added until it potato salad, 702 lbs. of Limburger Zinzinnati as the largest in the world
became the premier annual German ·cheese, 700 pigtails and 400 pick- outside of.his domain.
festival celebrated in thanksgiving led pigs feet.
Oktoberfest-Zinzinnati will be
for harvest time and the arrival of
Those are pretty impressive sta- held Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 19
the fall season.
tistics, but even more impressive is... and 20, on five blocks of Fifth
Traditionally, festivities in the fact that approximately 2,100 Street - stretching from Fountain
Mi.inich begin on the second to last volunteers contribute more than Square to Pike Street in Downtown
Saturday in September and end the 8,500 hours to stage the event for Zinzinnati. The hours will be 11
first Sunday in October. During the approximately 500,000 festival- a.m. to 11 p.m. Saturday and 11 a.m.
14-day event, the seven million- goers.
to 9 p.m. on Sunday. Admission is
plus visitors in attendanc~ drink an
It is hardly surprising, then, that free.

-OKTOBERFEST-ZINZINNATI
EVENT SCHEDULE
Saturday, Sept. 19
@Fountain Platz
11:30 a.m.-noon Donauschwaben Schuhplatter
noon-12:30 p.m. - Costume
Contest
1-3 p.m. - Smittie's Schnapps
Band
3-3:30 p.m. - Booth contest
winners; log sawing with George
Frauridorfer
. 3:30~5 p.m. - Smitties 's Schnapps
Band
5-5:45 p.m.- The King's Men
. 5-6:30 p.m. - World's Largest ·
Kazoo Band with Al Hirt
6:30-7 p.m. - Enzian Folk
Dancers
· · 7 p.m. - Polka& Waltz contest
7-11 p.m. - Cincinnati Schnapps
Band
@Hotbrau Milnchen Fest Tent
(Walnut Street)
11 a.m.-3:30 p.m. -- Deutche
Lieder .
·
4-8 p.m, - Pete Wagner. Schnapps
Barid ... \
.·8:30-'11'
_;Sharon Lee and the

p.m.

WEEKEND

Bavarians
@Krrrrisp Kraut Fest Tent (Main)
2:30-4:30 p.m. - The ~avarians
5-8 p.m. -The Polka Dots
8:30-11 p.m. - Franz Klaber
Orchestra
Sunday, Sept. 20
@Fountain Platz
11 a.m.-2 p.m. - German
Sauerkraut Band
2-2:30 p~m. - Donauschwaben
Schuh platter
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Cincinnati Civic
. Orchestra
·
.
·
PHOTO COURTESY OF CINCINNATI CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
4:30~5 p.m. - Costume and log
Al Hirt, "The King of the
sawing contests w/ George
Fraundorfer
Trumpet," will help to lead the
5-5:30 p.m. - Enzian Folk
World's Largest Kazoo Band at
Dancers
this year's Oktoberfest5:30-6:30 p~m. - World's Largest . Zinzinnati.
·
Kazoo Band.Encore Performance
with Rick.Hubbard
@Krrrrisp Kraut Fest Tent (Main
6:30-9 p.m~ ~Al pen Echos
Street)
@Hotbrau Mi.inchen Fest Tent
2-5:50 p.m. - Jack Frost
(Fifth Street & Walnut Street)
Accordian Band
. 2-5 p.m. - Joe Wendel Orchestra
6-9 p.m. _;The. Bavari.ans
5:30~9 p.m. :.:.._ Alte Kameraden ·
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from· old faces
New music
a.ge~to increase their fan base with- ·

c1titch
The Elephant Riders
(Columbia)
Clutch has managed to once
again breakdown,every barrier on
its third full-length album The Elephant Riders.
From Washington D.C., this
metal/blues quartet has developed
its unique sound even further on this
new release. This album is an incredible jaunt into the past in both
its theme and musical content, but
with a fresh new twist.
Clutch, being the history buffs
they are, has created a work focus-.
ing on the Civil War, an on-going
theme in both in its artwork and in
its lyrical content.
However, their brilliant sound
would suggest nothing about being
fromthe past. Once a thrash metal
band, Clutch has evolved into a
· heavy metal band without the metal.
They are just as hard and heavy
as they have ever been and continue
to expand the meaning of heavy
metal
fusing' 70~ rock and roll
with bluesy jams and a touch of
jazz.
· Clutch is ever-changing (even
throughout one album) and man-

·by

All the' things that made. their
Anyone who's seen the Ladies Saints sample "Search and Deout even thinking about selling out previous efforts great (and they are live over the past few years can tell . stroy," making Iggy Pop sound like
fantastic albums) are here, but not you what ari amazing and creative . Hanson.
· .to corporate radio.
· The funniest ~hing on this CD is
show they put on.
The Elephant Riders begins altogether.
the
Sugar Ray song, "Bumin' Dog."
For
example,
Stunt's
first
single,
So
let's
hope
this
album's
weak
. where their last self-titled album,
When
I say funny, I mean it's pretty
spots
are
just
a
bump
on
the
path
of
"One
Week"
has
that
fly-on-the·. based on a spacey futuristic planet,
funny
how this band is ruled by a
their
career,
and
that
their
next
efwall
observation
of
an
absurd
fight
left off. It is a trippy soundscape
bunch
of old balding men in L.A.
fort
is
as
strong
as
their
earlier
albetween
lovers
("Five
days
since
·
· that even the non-metal fail will
telling
them they have to do a
bums
.
you
tackled
me
I
I've
still
got
the
.enjoy. It takes the Iisten~r on a
. rollercoaster ride from the heavy rugburns on both my knees"). Also, -Claudia Smyczek, Diversions Writer dance/techno song in order to get
paid.
title track to the very jazzy, "Crack- "Call and Answer" and "When You
The thing that surprises me is
Dream" have the same sweet,
erjack."
that Roni Size made it on this
Their uniqueness and reluctance whimsical qualities as many of the
Motion Picture Soundtrack
soundtrack. Their track, "Visiting
to get placed into a musical genre songs on Gordon, the band's debut
The Avengers
Angels," seems to be the next best
has· sent Clutch out on tour with CD, do.
song on this CD.
But there are too many sounds
bands ranging from Bad Religion
Unfortunately, this disc was not
Here is an interesting concept:
and Orange 9mm to Marliyn on this CD that are similar to the
Ladies' earlier albums. The chorus "The Avengers" soundtrack com- able to hold its ground against the
Manson and Slayer.
If you haven'tseen them before, of "Never Is Enough" sounds like pact disc, featuring bands that have other three soundtracks that are curbreezed past the radio top 10 charts, rently chart-busting hits on the althey are always touring; be sure to the chorus to "Life in a Nutshell."
The biggest letdown on Stunt is and others who change their iden- bum billboard ("Armageddon,"
catch them the next time around.
the lyrics, many of which are miss- tity overnight in order to satisfy the "Back to Titanic" and "Dr.
-Todd Parkhurst, Diversions Writer
Doolittle: TheAlbum").
ing that razor-sharp wit that is the big man at Warner Brothers.
Save your money, and just buy
strength of the Barenaked Ladies'
This record gets started with the
classic "Avengers Theme," written a Roni Size CD (to enjoy during
music.
How did they get from the sly by Marius DeVries: It's a bit re- those ever-so-smoke-enhanced eveverses of "The Old Apartment" to vamped with some hard-hitting nings in the dorm) instead.
-Ted Shumaker, Diversions Writer
the awkward obviousness of "In the drum beats that remind me a lot of
Car," where lead singer Steven what Moby did in his last remix of
Page describes his high school re- the "James Bond Theme."
lationship as "mostly mutual masThe most feminine man alive,
turbation," and "Alcohol," a poppy Grace Jones, sparks a little flavor
love tribute to ... alcohol?
Shirley Bassey-style on "Storm"
This is not to say that Stunt is with one incredible de-gorgeous
entirely without merit.· There are voice.
7k ~ ff«Wie4.
At this point I would much rather
good songs on the album, espeeially
The most dynamic bands.
the last three, which all feature the hear an instrumental, trashy, cock:J/ie mos/ command/n.1 lliealre
harmony and catchy melody of the tail sort of an album. One that
Stunt
band's
best
work.
"Never
is
would
sound
as
good
as
Uma
(Reprise)
performances.
Enough" is a funny ditty about not Thurman digging her sinfully pre· · ·0n•Stunt;'thcHhird orginal CD wanting. to. do alLthe. tqings, ex~ .cious high heels into.a !llislead thug.
and fourth overall from Canada's pected of someone our age; proudly But, you can't make Annie Lenox
BarenakedLadies, the band deliv- stating "I never worked a single day or Dishwalla do this.
The Stereo MC's provide the
ers an uneven and somewhat dis- in retail I telling people all the things
they
want
to
hear."
laid-back
reggae song, and the Utah
appointing performance.

The latest music.

Th~.~~ewswire.

CRITIC'S
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'Earnest' a 'Wilde' and witty romantic comedy
BY AARON BREFORD
Diversions Writer

Start off by mixing one of the
finest comedic scripts of the past
century with the artful interpretation of director John Going; season
it with some fine acting and an ornate set, and you have the recipe for
a great night of theatre. That is exactly the dish cooked up by the Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park's rendition of the Oscar Wilde classic,
"ThelmportanceofBeingEarnest."
The rich Victorian set, designed
by James Wolk and displayed upon
entering the theatre, coupled with
the fine choice of period music, set
the mood for t°his classic farce to
unfold.
Wilde's wonderfully crafted
comedy is about two friends,
Algernon (Jay Russell) and John
(Bob Kirsh) who both pretend to be
John 's imaginary brother, Earnest,
to capture the hearts of the women
they love.
It is not the men who seem to
have attracted the fancy of their ladies, but rather the amorous effect
of the name Earnest.
Factor in Algernon'.s aunt, Lady
Brackwell (Delphi Harrington) who
is overly concerned with social status and, as matriarch, must approve
all marriages.
·
,,

On top of all this, Wilde throws
in a blosssoming romance between
an old maid schoolteacher (Dale
Hodges) and the Rev. Canon Chasuble (Philip Pleasants). . .
When all of the characters mistakenly end up at John's country
home at the same time, the stage is
set for a 'Wilde' comedy of errors
to unfold.
Director John Going's excellent
grasp of Victorian theatre comes to
life in this play. His attention to
' detail and his interesting use of the
playhouse's three-quarter stage
made the play aesthetically. pleasing and interesting to watch.
The acting in this production
was, for the most part, excellent.
Bob Kirsh commanded the stage
as John Worthing, a.k.a. Earnest.
His interpretation brought life and
· depth to a potentially impotent character. His masterfully understated
comic timing was a welcome relief
to his counterpart, Jay Russell.
Russell's portrayal of Algernon,
. a.k.a. Earnest, was too "over-thetop." He came off like something
out of the old "Saturday Night
Live" 'Master Thespian' skit.
His reactions_ and line delivery
seemed i6o contrived at times.
There were moments, however, in
the second and third acts when

·.:.-..

Russell seemed to settle into
his character and the play
came to life.
The leading ladies stole
the show, however. Melissa
King as Gwendolyn Fairfax
and Tara Falk as Cecily
Cardew were simply mar~
velous.
King's response to the
name Earnest as an apparent aphrodisiac was simply
show-stopping.
Wilde uses Falk's character as a vehicle for social
commentary, and she deliv...
ers this character to the audience with cunning innocence.
Harrington as Lady
PHOTO COURTESY OF CINCINNATI PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
Bracknell needed to tighten
Lady Bracknell (Delphi Harrington) explains the rules of engagement
up her British accent and
to
her nephew (Jay Russell) and his fiancee (Tara Falk) in the
could use the help of a dicCincinnati Playhouse in the Park production of uThe Importance of
tion coach.
Being Earnest:'
In spite of these distractions, she communicated
Overall, the play is a winner and from $23-$38, but there are halfthe part with the grace and stuffiness required for the desired come- without question, worth every price student rush tickets on the day
penny of the ticket price. The only of performance (if purchased be- .dic effect.
Wilde has given this character really strong complaint I have about tween 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.). For
some of the best lines in the play, this production is that my side hurt more information, call the box ofbecause, through her character, he afterward from laughing so much.
fice at 421-3888.
"The Importance of Being Earcan ironically ~ommuriicate his disdain for social class structure and nest" runs at the Playhouse in the
its consistent rules and regulations. · Park through Oct. 9. Tickets range
;

,*•Yr.
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George·
Wallace,_
former
WORLD BRIE.FS
Alabama governor, dies

>Compiled by: Sarah Kelley .>-Source: College Press Wire

North Korea to .
resume missile talks

:.1

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AFP)
- North Korea has agreed to resume missile talks in October
with the United States, officials
from both countries announced
Thursday.
Also in October, North Korea will attend a third session of
four-party talks on peace in the
Korean peninsula, officials said.
State Department spokesman
James Rubin said on Thursday
that the resumption of negotiations was agreed upon in a series of recent U.S.-North Korean
meetings in New York.
North Korea "has agreed to
resume missile talks on Oct. l,
which will allow us to press
strongly our concerns about their
production, development and
export of missiles, as well as
their further testing - heightened by the recent launch of a
ballistic missile by North Korea," Rubin said.
"We have made and will continue to make clear to the North
Koreans that· such a missile
launch should not be repeated,"
Rubin added.
Last month North Korea
launched a two-stage missile
over Japan.
A statement from the North
Korean U.N. mission said both
sid~s would resume missile talks
"during the week. of .Oct. 1 in
New York" and that four-party
talks with China, South Korea,
North Korea and the United
States wol.lld be scheduled for
later that month.
According to the statement,
North Korea expressed its interest in seeking further sanctions,
which would ease steps by the
United States.
Rubin assured North Korea it
would receive heavy fuel oil and
two light-water reactors in return
for abandoning its nuclear development program under a 1994
accord. He said the United
States was also considering food
aid for the impoverished nation.

Bangladesh faces
results of harsh flood
DHAKA (AFP) - Up to 20
million Bangladeshis could die
from starvation and disease unless a huge international aid effort is launched to cope with the
country's disastrous floods, the
United Nations said Thursday.
Michael Elmquist, visiting
leader of the U.N. Disaster Assistance, said that without massive aid or a rapid improvement
in conditions, tens of millions
were at risk.
"Without international help
between 10 and 20 million will
not be able to survive," he told
reporters referring to famine,
disease and exposure.
If floodwaters remain for five
more days, about 10 million
would be at risk and, should waters not recede in 20 days, 20
million people may not survive.

"The government should use
all resources to ensure food and
medicine reaches the victims ...
including those in remote areas,"
Elmquist said.
The UN te.<,tm is in
Bangladesh to assess the
country's worst floods of the
century which have killed more
than 700 people, left more than
30 million homeless and submerged two-thirds of the country.
Four major flood-swollen
rivers around Dhaka strained
embankments Thursday as residents and soldiers battled to protect the capital, much of which
was already underwater, officials
said.
There was little relief in sight
for the city of nine million as
raging waters threatened major
embankments protecting the
capital from "calamity," flood
officials said.
More areas of the capital,
two-thirds of which has been
flooded, were swamped Thursday, cutting off roads and threatening the international airport.
Bangladesh's two previous
worst floods - in 1988 and
1954 - lasted for 23 and 46
days respectively, experts said.

BorisYel.tsin chooses
premier candidate
..

WASHINGTON,D.C. (AFP)
-The United States, France and
Germany on Thursday welcomed Russian President Boris
Yeltsin's choice of Yevgeny
Primakov for the premiership.
The White House said it is.
confident about Yeltsin's new
choice should Primakov, now
acting foreign minister, be confirmed to the post.
"The U.S. government knows
and respects foreign minister
Primakov," said spokesman
Michael McCurry after Yeltsin
sought to resolve the political
crisis over the Duma's rejection
of his first choice, Viktor
Chernomyrdin.
"If ratified by the Duma, we
would expect to have a good and
close-working relationship with
prime minister Primakov," said
McCurry, who declined to predict the nominee's prospects in
the future.
French Prime Minister Lionel
Jospin said he could only express "delight" at Yeltsin's latest choice for prime minister.
"It seems appropriate that
Russia should very quickly have
a prime minister and government," said Jospin at a press conference in Helsinki after a working visit to Finland.
"If this is a first step in that
direction ... we can only be delighted."
Finnish Prime Minister
Paavo Lipponen said the "most
important thing" was to "obtain
a governmental solution supported by the majority of the
Duma so that things can return
to order."

BY DA~m> JACKSON

Five years later,
pervadrid' for so
long," said C. Vann
Mr. Wallace ran for .
Former Alabama Gov. George president as a candi·.Wciodymd,·specialist·
Wallace, whose "stand in the date of the American
in Southern history.
schoolhouse door" symbolized ra- Independent Party,
"It is .true he
outlasted
.
..
cial segregation, and whose 1968 carrying 13.5 percent
it. But he also ex~
presidential campaign heralded the of the vote and winploited it, and exrise of anti-Washington politics, ning five southern
ploited it .without
died Sunday at Jackson Hospital in states.
. scruple."
Montgomery, Ala. He was 79.
While critics conWallace sought
In recent years, Mr. Wallace had tended he based his George Wallace
the presidency again
suffered from Parkinson's disease 1968 campaign on.
in 1972 as a Demoas well as lingering effects from racism, Wallace in later years would crat But a would-be assassin's bulbeing shot in 1972. He had b.een emphasize his attacks onthe grow- let ended Wallace's campaign on
hospitalized repeatedly.
ing Washington bureaucracy, the May 15 ofthatyear, paralyzing him
Mr. Wallace entered the hospi- rising crime rate, anci increasing tax below the waist.
tal Thursday, suffering from breath- burden on the middle class - isWallace won his fourth term as
ing problems and septic shock sues that would play major roles in Alabama governor in 1982 with
caused by a severe bacterial infec- each succeeding presidential race.
heavy support from African-Amerition. He also had been hospitalized
"As he puts it, 'they're all say- cans.
this summer with similar problems. ing now what I said then,"' Wallace
In his later years, he frequently
An ex-judge who served four biographer Stephan Lesher said in complained that the media and othterms as governor, WaUace rose to 1994. "And I pretty much agree ers failed to credit him with his
national prominence on June l l, with him on that."
changed views on race.
1963, when he tried to block the
"Segregation was wrong,"
Other historians said Wallace
admission of 2 African-American will be i:emembered for his resis- Wallace told New York Times in
students to the University of Ala- tance to racial integration, though 1993. "But I didn't bring segregabama at Tuscaloosa. After President ·later he renounced his segregation- tionabout.Jt was .there when I got
John F. Kennedy federalized the ist past and askedforgiveness from to the governor's office. It's gone
Alabama National Guard, Mr. African-Americans.
and I'm glad it's gone. It's so much
Wallace stepped aside to avoid a
"I hope he is the last example of better to see people together the
physical confrontation ..
racial malice arid viciousness that way they are now."
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

·'

Clinton's attorneys argue against
for01al impeachntent inquiry
;!

....

BY SUSAN FEENEY
Knight-Ridder Newspapers ..

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Attorneys for President Clinton on Sunday argued against the opening of
a formal impeachment inquiry,
while Republican lawmakers underscored what they see as the serious nature of the charges against the
president.
A key Republican said Clinton
could survive the scandal if he
dropped his "legalistic" defense.
And more lawmakers broached the
idea of an official censure of the
president by Congress as one possible outcome.
Clinton administration. officials
have not publicly embraced any
censure, but some advisers privately said that it may be the best

.

.

they. can expect in
this situation.
On NBC's 'Meet
the Press," White
House
counsel
Charles F.C. Ruff
said,"the American
people are going to
conclude that the
· president of the
United States, whatever he did - and he
has misled the American people and
he has engaged in wrongful sexua~
conduct with Lewinsky - what he
didn't do is anything that warrants
the beginning of the impeachment
process."
That is true, the president's private attorney David Kendall said,
even if Secret Service officials were
asked to doctor White House docu-

,·

.

ments .to conceal
Clinton's affair with
Monica Lewinsky.
Kendall said the incident never happened ..
"It may be an
abuse of power if it
happened,but it's not
an impeachable offense," Kendall said.
"Impeachment is the
. most serious thing,
short of declaring war, that a Congress can do."
Neither Republicans nor Democrats embraced the assessment that
no formal impeachment inquiry is
needed. Both sides feel the allegations are of a serious nature:
Instead, several lawmakers saia
the House would go where the evidence leads.

Northwest Airline pilots back in air
after longest strike of the decade
"we are going to
BY ERIC WIEFFERINCi

Knight-Ridder Newspapers

The longest airline strike of the
1990s ended at 5 p.m. Saturday as
pilot union leaders at Northwest
Airlines ratified a new four-year
contract and the company began
recalling 31,000 laid-off employees
so it can resume flights today.
Northwest said it will have only
430 flights on its first day back in
business, or about 25 percent of its
normal daily schedule.
· Full operations will resume
Monday; but it may be months before it can recover from the strike
and the labor unrest that preceded
it.
The strike grounded the nation's
fourth largest airline at 11:01 p.m ..

toll by announcing it will lose
money in 1998.
The last time that happened was
in 1993, the same year employees
agreed to almost $900 million in
pay cuts to keep the airline out of
bankruptcy. Last year, .the carrier
posted a profit of nearly $600 million.
Steve Zoller, president of the Air
-Steve Zoller, Line Pilots Association, which reppresident of the Air Line resents 6,200 Northwest pilots, acPilots Associaticm . knowledged that signing the contract and ending the strike were only
on Aug. 28 and cost it an estimated the first steps toward restoring the
$15 million a day in operating airline's earnings and regaining the
losses. But customers began avoid- loyalty of its customers.,
"We are going to have to move
ing the airline months before the
forward
and put this airline back
strike began, and on Friday, Northtogether,"
Zoller said· Saturday. west hinted at the enormity of the
'
. .

have to move
forward and pull this
airline back
toget.her. "
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The Bellarmine Chapel Rededication Celebration will be at
the io p.m. student Mass. It would
be very nice if we could have everyone there to bless our newly reconstructed chapel.

Sep tem·ber 16 ·
Hallmark holidays are coming
out of the woodwork; another is
coming faster than those ants that
eat your crumbs. But, your sigriificant other (or that special
someone-to~be) will be .so happy
that you didn'tforget because you
bought them carnations (such a
beautiful and expensive~looking
flower) from the 'commuter club.
Hint: buy them today at the Commuter Info Desk anytime between
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Ah, and they
are cheap: one for $1, six for $5,
. or the big steal, one dozen (that's
12) for $10.

To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or send it campus mail to ML 2129.

September 17

Family Weekend's exciting
.· event for the day is a cookout and
volleyball/soccer games from 68 p.m.

Today is Alcohol and Drug
Awareness Day.- It is time that we
alljoin together and teach each
other about the.serious effects of
drinking and partying in drug related activities .. Try.not to tell too
many personal experiences, you
might embarrass yourself, and stories fly a;found this campus.

Volleyball: against Fordham
University at Schmidt Fieldhouse
at 7 p.m. This would be ideal for
anyone with little sibs that play
volleyball, parents that used to
play volleyball, anyone who likes
volleyball or guys who like. to
watch the girls that play volleyball.

Camp~sMinistry is welcoming
all ·students back with a picnic
from 4~6 p.m. at the Loyola House
(across from·Husman on Herald.
Avenue). Bring a friend. or more
if you have them.

Soccer: men's team.against
Cal Poly at Corcoran Field at 7
p.m. This is for anyone who has
family members that used to or
currently play soccer, anyone
who likes soccer, anyone not interested in volleyball or girls who·
liJce to stare .at male soccer
player's legs.

I i:11l;fi 11:\'I

International Coffee· Hour
will be at.the Romero Center at
3:30 p.m. Bring a friend. They
supply the coffee.

I

For the rest of the community,
Need a job? Need a resume
there is another volleyball game
first? Don't have one?· What the
at Schmidt Fieldhouse at 7 p.m.
hell are you waiting for? Yoµr
against George Washington Unimom to write it for you? Get a
Planet viewing is awesome this
versity.
clue, she ain't gonna do it. But. ·
time of year because Jupiter and
our school is always trying to help
Saturn are·both'in view. The best
Alan Jackson and Deanna.
you (so they don't look bad by
Carter are at Riverbend at 8 p.m .
Brother Pryor will be intro·.grads notgetting a job); Attend · ·· time to see these two. planets is
the Resume Workshop in the . · .around·lO p.m. Make an appoint- . ducing and discussing this week's · . Could you .live with a Deanna
. ment with the Cincinnati Observafilm, "Portrait of Jennie," as· ·· Carter tape playing over and over
RegisRoom fromS:30-:7:30p.m.
tory Center (on Observatory
and over? 'It wouldn't be so bad
part of The· Phantom Lover in.
The Career Services Center people
Place)~
Film series. The movie begins at . if it was a CD because you could
will teach you what to put in your
easily hit a button and skip a song
7:30 p.m. in KelleyAuditorium
resume and how to format it so· ·
Every Thursday night is an unin atlash, but a tape? What about
and is free to anyone that attends.
you can be partof the competitive
official Senfor Night. All seniors, ·
an Alan Jackson tape? ·
job market. Good luck, and don't
go to Dana's, if you are of legal
The Cincinnati Symphony Orforget to show mom.what you can
drinking age; If you aren't, sorry.
CelineDion is at the Crown at
chestra will be performing at the
now do.
And if you aren '.t a senior, but are
8 p.m. Who would buy the tape,
Music Hall at 8 p.m .
. . . . ;~, .•,. 'J_
ofage;'we·will let you·iil, but don't"·
. or the CD? If you did, there is
·Open· auditions :for .The Kn()W
·
.
expeet
us
fo
be
nice.
help for you.
Theater Tribe's "The Poetry Tour~·
are from 6-8 p.m. at the American
Red Cross building on Sycamore
Sep t e m b e r 19
Street, downtown.

September 18.
Family Weekend. That
means lots of parents on campus.
We don't want to have them thinking that their child is being corrupted, so please, everyone, watch
what you say and do. Remember
to be polite and say "hi" because
we know everyone tells their parents how friendly everyone is here
at Xavier. Thank you for your cooperation .. Your.good deeds will
be rewarded at some time. Or so
we hope they will, and if not,
thanks anyways.

Today would be a great day to
buy some really good flavored cigars. Don't smoke them right
away. Save them for that special
day right after a really good date.
HELP WANTED
Veterinary assistant, parttime position in Finneytown
area. Afternoons & weekends.
Apply In person @ Grady Veterinary Hospital, 9211 Winton
Rd., 931-8675.
BABYSllTING
Part-time day & evening
hours. Flexlbl~ with your schedule. Driving Involved. Approximately 6-12 hours/week. Refer- ·
encesrequired. Call 984-9925.
HELP WANTED
. Opportunity:
Student
wanted to manage household, ·
occasionally care for two
smaller children on a part-time
basis, and perform basic household duties (such as running
errands, shopping, caring ·for
. pets, etc.) In exchange tor'room
& board & some salary. Beautiful home In Indian Hill. Additional
opportunities may follow. Cori-·
tact Kelle at 651-1600 to schedule appointment for Interview.
You will need to provide references.

$1250 FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundralser for
student organizations. You've
seen other groups doing it, now
it's your turn. One week is all it
takes. NO gimmicks, NO tricks,
NO obligation .. Call for information today. 1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmooncepts.com
HELP WANTED·
Babysitter needed In their
home. Mornings MWF. Call 9480692.

Religious Freedom Week

The Zinzinnati Oktoberfest
(drinking fest), part II. The
kielbasa returns from 11 a.m.-9
p.m. on Fountain Square. VIP
passes for cool people only!

The Zinzinnati Oktoberfest
is from 11 a.m.-11 p.m. on Fountain Square. This is not an excuse
to. drop all other responsibilities
to drink, even if you received VIP
passes from a great friend.

Shantytown is back. The
opening reflection is at 2 p.m.
and there is 9 p.m. candlelight
vigil with bagpipes, which would
be a great way to show your support.

Attend the second Resume
Workshop in the Regis Room
from 1:30-2:45 p.m. if you were
too damn busy to worry about your
future to go to the first one.
. Shantytown is having a 2 p.m.
forum on "What Shantytown is
all about" on the residential mall.
Don't mock it until you know what
it's about. If you attend and still
don'tlike it, then fine, you are entitled to your own opinion, but remember, that is all it is.
The Mermaid· Tavern and
Athenaeum are holding an organizational meeting at 7:30 p.m. in
. · the Honors House. All writers are
. welcome.· If you are not a writer,
don 'i go:· Non-writers that attend
writer's meetings cause meetings
to take longer than necessary and
· that extra time is unproductive. If
you don't write, go somewhere
.else at 7:30 p.m.

Deaf Awareness Week

classifieds
Classifieds are 25 cents per
word with a $5 minimum. To
place your classified,· call the
advertising ·manager at
745-3561.
FOR RENT
2 large bedroom, newly remodeled 2nd floor apartment.
Room for 2-3 students. Heat &
water Included. Few minutes
from campus In Oakley on
Isabella Ave. Call for more info
249-3877.

FOR RENT
2 bedroom on 2nd .floor.
Clean, spacious; new carpet.
Room for 2-4 occupants. Few
minutes from school on Ivanhoe·
Ave, Call for more Info 631-2092.

HELP WANTED
Warehouse work -"- eve~
nlngs. Work during Hockey
Games & Concerts at the
Crown. $7.oo hr. Call 721-2535
between 9 a.m; ~ 5 p.m.

•1

Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New
Year

Sept em be r 20

For the early risers and those
that enjoy shaving their legs (that
is a rip on the guys}, the Tour
d'Stars Charity Bicycie Ride begins at 7 a.m. The course goes
through Ross, Shandon and
Millville.

MS OFFICE 97 @ $100111
For Windows 95/98, Professional Edition, FULL (not upgrade) version, Brand-New·
sealed CD-ROM in original case
with Microsoft registration
number. Call now (813)
208-6991
or
e-mail
clearance97@yahoo.com.

•

September 21

SUNDAY. ·:

· FRIDAY

Learn how dupe your friends in
card games when you attend the
Casino Night Training in
Tucker's Lounge from 7:309 p.m. Do not go with the intention of learning these key skills,
but there are huge chances that
they will be part of the package of
learning how to deal cards for casino game.s.

.- MONDAY .:·

Families are still here. They
will be having fun at Fun Fest on
the residential mall from 2-4 p.m.
Hope you didn't plan on sleeping
in real late if you are in.the dorms.
Then they will clean up at the
hotel, have dinner and attend the
choral performance in the University Theatre at 7 p.m. If they
still have energy, they are all heading to Casino Night to win cash
and prizes totaling a lot of money
in the· University Center at 8 p.m.
If you went to dealer training, you
better be at Casino Night and not
scamming your. friends that are
familyless.

a

GOV'T FORECLOSED
Homes from pennies on $1.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's. REO's
Your Area. Toll Free (1) 800218-9000 Ext. H-15150 for current listings.

Sep t em b er 22
First Day of Autumn
Interview Workshops (to help
with the next step in getting a job)
are from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Regis
Room. Sign up at the Career Ser- ·
vices Center.
·
Get your housemates together
and play House Feud in the cafeteria at 8:30 p.m. Your house can
win $300 to the store of your
choice (limited by SAC's choice)
or put the money towards rent (unless your parents pay for your rent,
then take the gift certificate.)· May
the best house win without cheating.
HELP WANTED
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO
ON SPRING BREAK FOR
FREE! USA Splng Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica
and Florida packages and is
currently accepting applications
for campus sal.es representatives. Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK.

PART-TIME TELLER.
Part-time position available
with established Savings Bank.
Position requires· good math
HE!LP WANTED
aptitude and customer relation
Spring Break '99 - Sell Trips,
skills. Afternoon hours 3 days a
week plus two Saturday morn- · Earn Cash & Go Freel!! STS is
now hiring campus reps. Lowings per month. (15-20 hrs. wk.)
est rates to Jamaica, Mexico &
· Send resume, apply in person
.FOR RENT
Florida. Call 800-648-4849 or
or
fax
to:
Female roommate wanted
apply
online
at
Kenwood Savings Bank
to share apartment. $217 a
www.ststravel.com.
Attn: Tom Burns
month. Walking distance from
7711 Montgomery Rd.
campus. Call 772-0909.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45236
HELP WANTED
Phone: 791-2834
HELP WANTED
ABSOLUTE
. SPRING
Fax: 791-7470
BREAK ... "TAKE 2" 2 FREE
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT - Work in America's NaTRIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES
HELP WANTED
tional Parks, Forests & Wildlife
and ... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Preserves. Competitive wages
Hey Restaurant Servers.
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Pa+ bonuses! Ask us howl Call
drel Lowest Prices! Free Meals,
Work evenings at the "Top of the
. ·.outdoor Employment ReCrown" For Hockey Games & Parties & Drinks .. ·~Limited Ofsources: 517-336-4291 Ext.
Concerts. $5.50 +tips. Call 721fer.••
1-800-426-771 O/
"' .
N55641.
2535 between 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
www.sunsplashtours.com.

.• •·1 ..
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There's just one difference. No one's seeh Xavier's football team
since 1973, but every Wednesday you: can still pie}{ up a copy of

The Xavier Newswire. That's tradition.
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